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Practitioner‘s Section
Philipp Werner*

Joint Product Analysis of Rare Earths: Economic, Market and 
Technological Insights

*Philipp Werner, p.werner@juwichem.de, University of Münster, Institute of Business Administration at the Department of Chemistry and 
Pharmacy, Leonardo-Campus 1, 48149 Münster, Germany.

1 Introduction

4CTG� GCTVJU�� ENCUUKƓGF� CU� ETKVKECN� GNGOGPVU� D[� VJG� 'WTQRGCP� %QOOKUUKQP��
CTG� QH� JKIJ� KORQTVCPEG� VQ� VJG� CWVQOQVKXG�� EJGOKECN�� CPF� RJCTOCEGWVKECN�
KPFWUVTKGU��6JG[�CTG�RTQFWEGF�UKOWNVCPGQWUN[�CPF�VJGTGHQTG�ECP�DG�TGHGTTGF�
VQ�CU� LQKPV�RTQFWEVU�� +P�VJKU�RCRGT��CP�CRRTQCEJ�KU�RTGUGPVGF�VQ�CPCN[\G�VJG�
FTKXGTU�DGJKPF�UWRRN[�CPF�FGOCPF�EJCPIGU�QH�LQKPV�RTQFWEVU�VQ�TGXGCN�ETQUU�
KPFWUVT[� TGNCVKQPUJKRU� DGVYGGP� TCTG� GCTVJU�� 6JG� CRRTQCEJ� KU� DCUGF� QP� C�
VGEJPQ�GEQPQOKE�CPCN[UKU�CPF�KPENWFGU�GEQPQOKE��OCTMGV��CPF�VGEJPQNQIKECN�
GXCNWCVKQPU��6JG�JGCX[� TCTG� GCTVJ�)CFQNKPKWO� KU� CPCN[\GF� KP�FGVCKN� VQ� IKXG�
KPUKIJVU� KPVQ� CRRNKECVKQPU�� ECRCEKVKGU�� VJG� TCTG� GCTVJ� KPFWUVT[�� GUVKOCVGF�
ITQYVJ�TCVGU��CPF�UVTCVGI[�TGEQOOGPFCVKQPU��

In the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, joint & by-
products occur in several process steps. According to 
Drury (2011), they arise in production processes where 
the production of one product causes the simultaneous 
production of other products. These products are directly 
connected and cannot be produced separately (Drury, 
2011). Various examples can be found in the industry. Tradi-
tionally, most joint products occur in the chemical industry. 
Joint and by-products can be distinguished by their sales 
value. If products are produced simultaneously and have a 
similar sales value, these products are called joint products. 
Products that have a lower sales value compared to the 
SXLIV�TVSHYGXW�EVI�GEPPIH�F]�TVSHYGXW��(VYV]��������*MKYVIɸ��
illustrates an exemplary joint production process and 
explains the most important terminology.

A characteristic of joint processes is that the products 
GERRSX� FI� GPEWWMƼIH� EW� MRHMZMHYEP� TVSHYGXW� YRXMP� XLI� WTPMX�
off point, depicted as a dashed line. Before that point, all 
occurring costs are joint costs and cannot be allocated to 

individual products. In general, joint costs contain the costs 
for labor and overhead, raw materials, and processing. The 
costs after the split-off point, for further processing and 
HMWXVMFYXMSR�� GER�FI� EPPSGEXIH� XS� WTIGMƼG� TVSHYGXW� ERH� EVI�
called separable costs (Drury, 2011; Horngren, Datar, Rajan, 
2012). 

����4CTG�'CTVJ�'NGOGPVU���#RRNKECVKQPU

An example of joint products are rare earth elements (REE). 
REEs arise together in nature and are mined simultaneously 
(Haque et al., 2014). According to the European Commission, 
rare earths are considered critical raw materials (European 
Commission, 2017). In the table of elements, REEs are found 
in the lanthanide series between lanthanum and lutetium 
plus the element’s scandium and yttrium. These elements 
are known for their interesting magnetic properties (Gupta, 
Krishnamurthy, 2005). Rare earths are very important 
elements for the catalysis of chemical reactions and are 
used in magnets and batteries. The major applications of 

1.1 Joint Products
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Figure 1 The production process for joint and by-products (based on Drury, 2011, p.169).

Figure 2 Usage of rare earths in 2016 (left) and usage of NdPr in 2020 (right) (Goodenough, Wall, Merriman, 2018, p.202; MP Materials, 
2020a, p. 24).

EPP� VEVI� IEVXLW� EVI� WLS[R� MR� ƼKYVI� �� �+SSHIRSYKL�� ;EPP��
Merriman, 2018).

Of particular interest are the elements Neodymium and 
Praseodymium. These elements are used for permanent 
magnets in electric vehicles and wind turbines. Other 
major applications are consumer electronics and heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) (MP Materials, 

2020b). The heavy rare earth elements Dysprosium, 
Gadolinium, and Terbium are found in various applications, 
as well. Dysprosium is to 98 % used as an additive in NdFeB 
QEKRIXW��8LI�ETTPMGEXMSRW�SJ�+EHSPMRMYQ�EVI�QSVI�HMZIVWMƼIH��
Gadolinium is used in magnets, alloys, luminescent material, 
nuclear technology, and MRI technology. Terbium is mostly 
used in luminescent material and as an additive in magnets 
(Marscheider-Weidemann et al., 2016).
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-R�ƼKYVI���MX�MW�WLS[R�LS[�NSMRX�TVSHYGXW�EVI�NSMRX�MR�WYTTP]�
but not compulsory in demand. Rising demand for the main 
product leads to higher prices for the main product. Coupled 
production increases the supply of by-products. If the 
demand for the by-products remains the same, this leads 
to a price drop. An example of this scenario are the falling 
prices for Lanthanum and Cerium. These two elements are 
the by-products of rare earth mining (Kwatiah, 2020).

However, the main product Neodymium-Praseodymium 
(NdPr) is exposed to higher demand and therefore higher 
prices in the long term. This correlation of falling prices 
for Lanthanum and Cerium will increase if more NdPr is 
demanded. 

However, the main product Neodymium-Praseodymium 
(NdPr) is exposed to higher demand and therefore higher 
prices in the long term. This correlation of falling prices 
for Lanthanum and Cerium will increase if more NdPr is 
demanded.

Besides, the opposite scenario of the falling demand for 
XLI�QEMR� TVSHYGX� GER� FI� JSYRH� MR� XLI� MRHYWXV]� �ƼKYVI� ���
Reduced demand leads to a drop in the price of the main 
product. The coupled by-product increases in price since 
the reduced production volume reduced the supply while 
demand remained the same. If a larger amount of the by-
product is required, the production costs for the main 
product may have to be paid as well (Kwatiah, 2021).

Several events can cause a market equilibrium disturbance. 
Price increases can appear during a supply shortage or a 
demand increase. Potential reasons for a supply shortage 

Figure 3 Connected supply and demand curves for joint products (based on Kwatiah, 2021).

Figure 4 Connected supply and demand curves of joint products (based on Kwatiah, 2021).

����/KETQGEQPQOKE�%QPEGRVU�QH�,QKPV�
Production
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GSYPH� FI� MRZIWXQIRX� VIWXVEMRXW�� XVEHI� GSRƽMGXW�� QSRSTSP]��
political crises, natural disasters, or warehouse problems. 
Factors that affect demand increase are economic growth, 
increasing resource intensity, or technology change. 
However, it must also be mentioned that technology 
change can also lead to demand decreases if products 
are substituted. Through changes in supply and demand, a 
new market equilibrium adjusts with a new market price. In 
general,  higher market prices cause adaptation mechanisms 
which lead to lower market prices afterward. An increase in 
market prices can motivate new market players to enter a 
market. New production capacities are established which 
can lead to overcapacities. In an adjustment phase, only the 
QSWX�TVSƼXEFPI�GSQTERMIW�GER�VIQEMR�FYWMRIWW��-J�HIQERH�
cannot be covered by suppliers a good becomes more 
valuable and increases in its price. If the prices get too high 
the market will start to research for product substitutions or 
recycling which can ease price increases (Glöser-Chadhoud 
et al., 2016).

��,QKPV�2TQFWEV�#PCN[UKU

For the analysis of joint products, an approach is presented 
to evaluate joint products and give strategic management 
decisions regarding estimated production capacities and 
TVMGI�XVIRHW��WII�ƼKYVI���

The approach contains six steps to analyze joint products. 
Step one is about setting up a goal and the scope for the 
analysis, what production process, and which products 
should be analyzed. 

Figure 5 Approach for the analysis of joint products (own representation).

7XIT�X[S�MW�EFSYX�HIEPMRK�[MXL�XLI�MHIRXMƼGEXMSR�SJ�XLI�QEMR�
and by-products of the process. For that purpose, the product 
composition (product mix) must be evaluated and the 
amount of each product in the production process must be 
determined. In the case of rare earth processing, there are 15 
elements having shares from <1 % to above 40 %. The main 
product is determined by using the weight, sales, or margin 
of each product. For that, current capacities, sale prices, and 
production costs are used to determine the main product. 
Because joint products are produced simultaneously, the 
QEMR�TVSHYGX�MRƽYIRGIW�XLI�[LSPI�TVSHYGXMSR�TVSGIWW�ERH�
affects the production of by-products as well.

Therefore, in steps three and four, the market and the 
technology of the products are analyzed. Current and 
expected market players, supply developments, and supply 
chain risks are demonstrated. Changes in the market and 
XIGLRSPSK]�SJ�XLI�QEMR�TVSHYGX�GER�MRƽYIRGI�XLI�EZEMPEFMPMX]�
of the by-product. After that, the technology trends of the 
by-product are studied as well, and depending on the market 
foresight of the main product, it is estimated if the expected 
supply will cover the expected demand. 

After analyzing the technology trends, political and societal 
risks are researched and evaluated. In countries with unstable 
governments or unpredictable law and regulation changes, 
the available production capacity might be affected. In step 
six the results of the previous analysis steps are interpreted 
to give a conclusion and answer the research question 
based on technological, economic, and political factors.
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For data generation, a multi-language and open-source 
approach was used. Except for English literature also 
Chinese literature was reviewed. The data were categorized 
MRXS�JSYV�HMJJIVIRX�GEXIKSVMIW��ƼKYVI����7GMIRXMƼG��IGSRSQMG��
KSZIVRQIRXEP�� ERH� MRXIVRIX� HEXE�� 7GMIRXMƼG� NSYVREPW�
found on Google Scholar or Chinese National Knowledge 
Infrastructure (CNKI) were reviewed. Information on compa-
nies was analyzed by using company websites, company 
presentations, and company databases. As databases for 
Chinese companies Tianyancha was used (in Chinese). 
Information about the current status of the rare earth 
industry feasibility studies of new rare earth projects and 
announcements by the Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology (MIIT) (in Chinese) were used. Further 
information was provided by Baotou Rare Earth Exchange 
and Xinhua News (in Chinese). Internet data was searched 
with Google and Baidu (in Chinese).

��'EQPQOKE�#PCN[UKU

The joint production analysis starts with an evaluation of 
the main product of the process. The main product can 
be estimated by revenue and margin. For the calculation 
of the revenue share, the product composition and the 
market prices are needed. Margins are calculated by using 
production costs provided by Arafura Resources (Arafura 
Resources, 2019).

In a typical rare earth mining company, Neodymium and 
Praseodymium have together a revenue share of about 

��ɸ	��+EHSPMRMYQ�LEW�E� VIZIRYI�HMWXVMFYXMSR�SJ�EFSYX���	��
It can be stated, that the main products of rare earth mining 
EVI�XLI�IPIQIRXW�2ISH]QMYQ�ERH�4VEWISH]QMYQ��ƼKYVI����
8LIWI�TVSHYGXW�MRƽYIRGI�XLI�I\TIGXIH�TVSHYGXMSR�GETEGMX]�
of rare earths. Gadolinium is only a by-product of rare earth 
mining, with less contribution to the revenue. 

��/CTMGV�#PCN[UKU

����1XGTXKGY

The rare earth elements are mainly mined in China. However, 
some other countries are also active in the mining of rare 
IEVXLW� �ƼKYVI� ��� 8LI� JSPPS[MRK� ƼKYVI� WLS[W� ER� SZIVZMI[�
of the most important areas for rare earth mining and what 
areas have larger reserves (USGS, 2021).

����%QWPVTKGU�CPF�%CRCEKVKGU

According to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), the 
worldwide production in 2020 was about 240.000 mT of 
rare earths (table 1). The most important countries for rare 
earth mining are China, the USA, Myanmar, and Australia. 
The most reserves are in China, Brazil, Vietnam, and Russia. 
In 2018 the United States restarted its rare earth mining 
operations and Myanmar entered the market.

About 60 % of the rare earths are mined in China. However, 
more than 90 percent of the separation is done in China 
(table 2). That’s because most countries do not have the 
mining capacities to process the rare earths themselves¹.

*MKYVI����(EXE�GSPPIGXMSR��S[R�VITVIWIRXEXMSR�ŵ

��/GVJQFQNQI[

¹MP Materials does not have a separation facility and sells rare earth concentrate (2020a, p.29).
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Figure 7 Revenue Distribution of Selected Rare Earth Elements (own representation). 

Figure 8 Overview of the most important rare earth mining areas (own representation).
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Country 2018 2019 2020 Reserves

USA 18,000 26,000 38,000 1,400,000

Australia 21,000 21,000 17,000 3,300,000

Brazil 1,100 1,000 1,000 22,000,000

Myanmar 19,000 22,000 30,000 N.A.

Burundi 630 630 500 N.A.

Canada - - - 830,000

China 120,000 132,000 140,000 44,000,000

Greenland - - - 1,500,000

India 2,900 3,000 3,000 6,900,000

Madagascar 2,000 2,000 8,000 N.A.

Russia 2,700 2,700 3,000 12,000,000

South Africa - - - 790,000

Tanzania - - - 890,000

Thailand 1,000 1,800 2,000 N.A.

Vietnam 920 900 1,000 22,000,000

Other Countries 60 - 100 310,000

World Total 190,000 210,000 240,000 120,000,000

Table 1 Worldwide production of rare earths (based on USGS, 2019-2021, p. 2).

Country Production % Separation %

China 140,000 58 223,000 92

USA 38,000 16 - -

Myanmar 30,000 13 - -

Australia 17,000 7 17,000 8

Rest 15,000 6 - -

Total 240,000 100 240,000 100

Table 2 Comparison between production and separation capacity in 2020 (own representation).

China functions as a contact point for rare earth concentrate 
worldwide. As we will see in the following chapter, some 
countries with higher resources of rare earths are planning 
to build their own separation facilities to be less dependent 
on China.

8LI�XST�ƼZI�TPE]IVW�MR�XLI�QEVOIX�HSQMREXI�SZIV����	�SJ�XLI�
available capacities (table 3). However, the data of the key 
companies in rare earth mining also shows that the smaller 
companies located in South China are more dominant in 
heavy rare earth mining (USGS, 2021; MIIT, 2019; MIIT, 2020).
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Country English Name Domestic Name LREE Capacity HREE Capacity Location

China China Northern Rare 
Earth Group

ѝഭेᯩ〰൏䳶ഒ

儈、ᢰ㛑ԭᴹ䲀

ਨޜ

73,550 - Inner Mongolia

China China Southern Rare 
Earth Group

ѝഭইᯩ〰൏䳶ഒ

ᴹ䲀ޜਨ

32,750 8,500 Sichuan, Jiangxi

USA MP Materials - 38,000 - Nevada

Myanmar ME 2² ňĄłûŲ�ƕ��
ĉûűûŖûŁïŲŰ�ćŖĀŲïÿŲŰ

12,000 18,000 Kachin, Shan

Australia Lynas - 17,000 - Western Australia

China China Rare Earth Co. ѝഭ〰ᴹ〰൏㛑ԭ

ᴹ䲀ޜਨ

14,550 2,500 Shandong, 
Guangxi

China Xiamen Tungsten 䰘䫘ъ㛑ԭᴹ䲀

ਨޜ

- 3,440 Fujian

China Guangdong Rare 
Earth Group

ᒯьⴱ〰൏ӗъ䳶

ഒᴹ䲀ޜਨ

- 2,700 Guangdong

China Minmetals Rare 
Earth

ӄⸯ〰൏䳶ഒᴹ䲀

ਨޜ

- 2,010 Hunan, Yunnan

Rest - - 18,300 - -

Total - - 206,150 37,150 World

Table 3 Largest mining companies of rare earths in 2020 (own representation).

5.2.1 Companies

China‘s rare earth mining sector is dominated by six 
companies called China Minmetals Corporation, China Rare 
Earth Co. Ltd., China Northern Rare Earth (Group) High-
Tech Co., Ltd., Xiamen Tungsten Co., Ltd., China Southern 
Rare Earth Group, and Guangdong Rare Earth Industry 
Group. Among these six companies, China Northern Rare 
Earth (Group) High-Tech Co., Ltd. is the biggest manufac-
turer of rare earth oxides. China Northern Rare Earth is 
operating the well-known production site in Baotou, Inner 
Mongolia China (China Northern Rare Earth Group, 2020). 
Chinese databases like Tianyancha.com give insights into 
the shareholder structure of Chinese rare earth companies. 
Table 4 shows major shareholders of Chinese rare earth 
companies (Tianyancha, 2021).

All six of the above-mentioned companies are state-owned. 
However, there are differences in their sizes and their  
 

state-owned shareholders. Three out of six companies 
are controlled directly by the State Council of the People’s 
Republic of China (SASAC). The other three are controlled 
by province authorities. In China, there are asset supervision 
authorities at the county, province, and state levels. With 
a market share of 53 and 27 % China Northern and China 
Southern Rare Earth Group are controlling 80 % of the rare 
earth market in China (Tianyancha, 2021). In December 
2021 a merger of Southern Rare Earth Group, Minmetals 
Rare Earth, and China Rare Earth Co. was announced. The 
new company will operate as China Rare Earth Group. This 
new company will be the second biggest player in the rare 
earth industry after China Northern Rare Earth Group and 
the worldwide largest producer of heavy rare earth elements, 
accounting for 70 % of China‘s heavy rare earth production. 
Additionally, the Jiangxi Ganzhou Rare Metal Exchange will 
also be part of the newly established company (Reuters, 
2021; NikkeiAsia 2021).

²Distribution between LREE and HREE capacity for ME 2 estimated. Overall capacity 30.000 metric tons.
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Major Shareholder Mother Company Subsidiary

SASAC Aluminum Corporation China China Rare Earth Co.

SASAC China Minmetals Group Minmetals Rare Earth

Inner Mongolia Government Baotou Iron & Steel Group Northern Rare Earth Group

SASAC Fujian Metallurgical Holding Xiamen Tungsten

Ganzhou Government Ganzhou Rare Earth Group Southern Rare Earth Group

Guangdong Government Guangdong Asset Management Guangdong Rare Earth Group

Table 4 Major shareholders of Chinese rare earth companies (own representation).

5.2.2 South China & Myanmar

Most of the heavy rare earths are mined in Southern China 
ERH�1]ERQEV��-R�ƼKYVI����XLI�QSWX�MQTSVXERX�PSGEXMSRW�JSV�
heavy rare earth mining are shown (Zhang et al., 2016).

Most of the rare earth mines in South China are in the triangle 
of Jiangxi, Guangdong, and Fujian. The most important 
QMRIW� EVI� MR� XLI� JSPPS[MRK� EVIEW��8LI� ƼVWX� REQI� VIJIVW� XS�
the province and the second name is the city within each 
province: Jiangxi, Xinfeng; Jiangxi, Longnan; Jiangxi, Xunwu; 
Guangdong, Dapu; Fujian, Ninghua; Guangxi, Jiaoguo; 
Hainan, Longliu; Hunan, Jianghua; Yunnan, Chuxiong; and 
Zhejiang, Daxi (Zhang et al., 2016).

Attention must also be paid to Myanmar. Since 2018, 
Myanmar’s rare earth industry sector is growing increasingly. 
According to the U.S. Geological Survey, Myanmar is 
responsible for about 12 % of rare earth oxides which is 
comparable with the production capacity of Australia (USGS, 
2021). Although the production capacity has increased 
much in the last years, still not much information about the 
mining companies in Myanmar is available. The rare earth 
mining sector is mostly controlled by a company referred 
to as Mining Enterprise 2 (ME2) in various industry reports 
(PWC, 2019). Most of the rare earths are mined in the two 
provinces of Kachin and Shan in Myanmar (Lynn, Oye, 2014). 
These two states are close to the Chinese border and are 
neighboring states of Yunnan Province, China. The border 
control point of Myanmar and China at Tengchong Houqiao 
Port, Yunnan, China is therefore of interest in analyzing price 
ƽYGXYEXMSRW�SJ� LIEZ]� VEVI� IEVXL� IPIQIRXW� PMOI�(]WTVSWMYQ�
or Gadolinium (China Rare Earths Holdings, 2020). Closure 
SJ� XLI�FSVHIV�GER� PIEH� XS�WXVSRK�TVMGI�ƽYGXYEXMSRW�GEYWIH�
by supply decreases. This case appeared from June to 

August 2019 when the prices for Dysprosium, Gadolinium, 
and Terbium escalated (Xinhua Indices, 2021). Further 
developments must be evaluated regularly to keep risks 
within a limit.

��6GEJPQNQI[�#PCN[UKU

����2GTOCPGPV�/CIPGVU

The rare earth oxides of Neodymium, Praseodymium, and 
Dysprosium are mostly used to manufacture Neodymium-
Iron-Boron permanent magnets (NdǅFeǆȠB). Permanent 
magnets play an important role in establishing a carbon-
neutral industry because permanent magnets are used in 
electric vehicles, wind turbines, and consumer electronics 
(MP Materials, 2020b). Currently, the most used permanent 
magnets are NdFeB and NdDyFeCoB magnets. By adding 
Dysprosium, the thermal resistance can be increased up to 
200 °C which makes them useful for applications in electric 
vehicles. Another option would be SmCo magnets. However, 
the low concentration of Samarium makes them impractical 
for large-scale industrial applications. Except for NdFeB and 
SmCo, other permanent magnets like GdCo, PtCo, and MnAl 
can store less magnetic energy and are therefore weaker 
than currently used NdFeB magnets (McCallum et al., 2014; 
Cui et al., 2018).

����4CTG�'CTVJ�(TGG�/QVQTU

A big threat for the rare earth industry would be the large-
scale implementation of rare earth free electric motors. 
There are different kinds of electric motors available and 
most of them currently use permanent NdFeB magnets. 
Table 5 should give an overview of the different motor types 
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Figure 9 Map of the most important rare earth mining locations in South China (own representation).

Motor Type Abbreviation Rare Earths No Rare Earths 

Squirrel Cage Induction Motor SCIM X

PM Brushless DC BLDC X

PM Synchronous Machine PMSM X

Switched Reluctance Machine SRM X

Wounded Field Flux Switching Machine WFFSM X

PM Flux Switching Machine PMFSM X

Synchronous Reluctance Motor SynRM X

Ferrite-PM-Assisted synchronous reluctance motor PMaSynRM X

Table 5 Electric motors used in electric vehicles (own representation).

and if rare earths are used or not (Riba et al., 2016; Widmer, 
Martin, Kimiabeigi, 2015; Cabezuelo et al., 2018).

Motors that do not consist of rare earths use copper and 
aluminum instead. The most common motor types PM-
synchronous motor, asynchronous motor, reluctance motor, 
ERH�MRHYGXMSR�QSXSV�EVI�MPPYWXVEXIH�MR�XLI�ƼKYVI�����+PʯWIV�
Chadhoud et al., 2016).

The majority of manufacturers nowadays use the PMSM 
technology because of its features and high-power density  
(Cabezuelo et al., 2018). Examples of cars which are 
using this type of motor are VW ID.3, BMW i3, Nissan Leaf, 

Volkswagen e-Golf, Mitsubishi i-MiEV, Volkswagen e-UP, 
Citroën C-Zero, Peugeot iOn, Citroën Berlingo Electric, Ford 
Focus Electric, Fiat 500e, Bolloré Bluecar, Chevrolet Spark EV, 
and Kia Soul EV. However, cars based on permanent magnet-
free induction motors are more frequently seen in the 
industry. Ever since Tesla introduced this type of technology 
with the Tesla S model in 2014, companies like Toyota and 
Mercedes Benz have used this technology in certain models 
like the RAV4 or Mercedes-Benz B-Class as well (Riba et al., 
2016). In 2020, BMW announced that it will use rare earth 
JVII�IPIGXVMG�QSXSVW�MR�MXW�ƼJXL�KIRIVEXMSR�SJ�IPIGXVMG�ZILMGPIW��
which became available in 2021 (BMW, 2020).
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Figure 10 Electric vehicle motor types (Glöser-Chahoud et al., 2016, p.37) 

A deeper look at the features of different motor types shows 
that NdFeB-PMSM motors are still the best option in terms 
of mechanical power (Riba et al., 2016). However, in terms of 
IJƼGMIRG]��XSVUYI�HIRWMX]��SV�WTIIH��SXLIV�QSXSV�X]TIW�WLS[�
similar results (Cabezuelo et al., 2018). Considering costs, 
rare earth free motors are also cheaper in manufacturing 
(Widmer, Martin, Kimiabeigi, 2015). It is expected that both 
motor concepts will be used in the future. The development 
of motor concepts must be evaluated regularly because the 
Neodymium and Dysprosium content in motors is indirectly 
connected to the quantity of mined Gadolinium. Electric 
vehicles without rare earths could still be an option in the 
future due to the supply risk and ecological aspects. Not 
to mention rare earths are coming more into the focus of 
society and companies could use a free rare earth strategy 
to convince customers of buying their products. Market 
outlooks expect that about one third of NdFeB magnet 
capacities are used in electric vehicles (Arafura Resources, 
2020). If rare earth free motors achieve a higher market 
WLEVI�� XLIVI�GSYPH�FI�E�GSRƽMGX�FIX[IIR�LMKLIV�TVSHYGXMSR�
capacity and substitution of technology, which could lead to 
slower increasing prices than expected. 

����'UVKOCVGF�4CTG�'CTVJ�5WRRN[�WPVKN�����

It is estimated that the global demand for NdPr will increase 
from 35-45.000 up to 75-98.000 mT by 2030 (MP Materials, 
2020b; Arafura Resources, 2020; MP Materials, 2020a). 
The whole NdPr market is supposed to grow with about 
�������ɸ 	� T�E�� 8LI� FMKKIWX� HVMZIV� SJ� XLMW� HIZIPSTQIRX� MW�
the automotive sector with expected growth rates of 16.2-
����ɸ	�T�E��8S�GSZIV�XLI�HIQERH�XLI�XSXEP�VEVI�IEVXLW�WYT�
ply must increase to 375-490.000 mT by 2030³.  A minimum 

Total Rare Earth Oxide (TREO) supply of 375.000 mT would 
mean the following capacities for the most important rare 
earths (see table 6)ȿ. 

For the pharmaceutical industry especially, Gadolinium is 
of interest. The estimated supply is calculated to be around 
2.900 mT by 2030. The next chapters are dealing with 
Gadolinium applications and estimated growth rates of the 
Gadolinium market to analyze if the estimated supply covers 
the estimated demand in the next decade.

����)CFQNKPKWO�#RRNKECVKQPU

In 2020 the Gadolinium Oxide demand excl. China was 1455 
mT (Statista, 2021a). Assuming that China accounts for 
17 % of worldwide BIP and it already has similar demand 
as industrial states it can be concluded that the worldwide 
demand for gadolinium oxide in 2020 was about 1600-1800 
mT (Statista, 2021b). Compared to a supply of 1.600-1.800 
mT the supply and demand of Gadolinium Oxide were 
in balanceɀ.  Figure 11 illustrates the major applications 
of Gadolinium Oxide (Pöttgen, Jüstel, Strassert, 2020; 
Marscheider-Weidemann et al., 2016).

Gadolinium is used in a variety of industrial applications. The 
most important ones are magnets, metallurgy, phosphors, 
and MRI contrast agents. The next chapter analyzes the 
I\TIGXIH�KVS[XL�VEXIW�SJ�XLI�QENSV�ETTPMGEXMSR�ƼIPHW�

³For the calculation a NdPr share of 20 % is assumed.  
ȿFor the calculation it is assumed that heavy rare-earths are not separated from monazite and bastnasite because of its low content. The 
WLEVI�SJ�LIEZ]�VEVI�IEVXLW�MW�EFSYX����	�SJ�XLI�XSXEP�VEVI�IEVXL�GETEGMX]��;MXLMR�XLI�LIEZ]�VEVI�IEVXLW�XLI�WLEVI�SJ�(]�MW�����	��+H����ɸ	�
and Tb 0.9 %.
ɀThe calculated supply and demand of gadolinium is based on own assumptions.
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Element Capacity 2030 [mT]

NdPr 75,000

Dy 3,100

Gd 2,900

Tb 500

Table 6 The estimated minimum supply of selected rare earths by 2030 (own representation). 

*MKYVI����%TTPMGEXMSR�ƼIPHW�SJ�+EHSPMRMYQ�3\MHI��FEWIH�SR�1EVWGLIMHIV�;IMHIQERR�IX�EP���������T������

6.4.1 Magnets

Gadolinium compounds can be used as additives in 
magnets to improve thermal resistance. It is assumed that 
the total magnets market is growing at 7.0-8.0 % per year. 
The main drivers are the automotive, energy, and consumer 
electronics industry (Arafura Resources, 2020; MP Materials, 
2020b).

6.4.2 Metallurgy

Gadolinium compounds like Gadolinium Oxide or Gadolinium 
Nitrate are used in alloys and nuclear technology. Gadolinium 
used in metallurgical processes could be a big driver in the 
future because the world has a high demand for energy 
and construction. Looking at nuclear technology, nuclear 
technology is still a major energy source in the United States, 
China, and France. The capacity of nuclear energy plants in 

2019 was 392 GW(e). In a low scenario, the nuclear energy 
capacity is declining to 362 GW(e) and in a high scenario, it is 
increasing to 715 GW(e) by 2050. In the low scenario, nuclear 
energy is declining -1.0 % p.a. until 2050. In the highest 
scenario, the electricity generated by using nuclear energy 
GSYPH�HSYFPI�F]������[MXL�KVS[XL�VEXIW�SJ�EFSYX����ɸ	�T�E��
(IAEA, 2020; IEA, 2020). The different scenarios and the 
fact that besides Gadolinium Oxide also other compounds 
both in alloys and nuclear technology can be used makes it 
HMƾGYPX�XS�KMZI�TVIGMWI�EWWYQTXMSRW�JSV�XLI�JYXYVI�

6.4.3 Phosphors

Gadolinium compounds are used in phosphors. The market 
for phosphors is saturated and is not the biggest driver 
for Gadolinium demand in the future. 0-2.0 % growth is 
estimated (Binnemans et al., 2018).
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6.4.4 MRI Technology

Currently, there are three different major MRI contrast agents 
on the market. Gd-DOTA sold as Dotarem and Clariscan by 
Guerbet. Gd-DO3A-butrol sold as Gadovist and Gadavist 
by Bayer and Gd-HP-DO3A sold as ProHance by Bracco 
(Pöttgen et al., 2020). The global MRI contrast media market 
is expected to grow by 4 % p.a. (Guerbet, 2020).

6.4.5 Estimated Gadolinium Oxide Demand by 2030

Based on the assumptions in this technology analysis the 
demand for Gadolinium Oxide is estimated to the future, see 
ƼKYVI�����XEFPI���ERH�XEFPI���

The future demand for Gadolinium Oxide should vary 
between 2.400 mT-2.800 mT by 2030. Based on the market 
and technology analysis of the main product NdPr, the 
estimated supply of Gadolinium Oxide, which is coupled to 
the production of other rare earths, should be a minimum 
of 2.900 mT. The estimated supply of gadolinium is based 
on current supply, estimated growth rates, and the rare 
earth ore composition. The demand for the main product 
NdPr is growing faster than the demand for the by-product 
Gadolinium. A supply and demand imbalance should not 
appear because of technological reasons. Binnemans et al. 
GSRƼVQIH�XLMW�IWXMQEXMSR�ERH�I\TIGX�E�WPMKLX�SZIVWYTTP]�SJ�
Gadolinium Oxide, as well (Binnemans et al., 2018). However, 
XLI�WYTTP]� MW�RSX�WMKRMƼGERXP]�LMKLIV�XLER�XLI�HIQERH�ERH�

Figure 12 Estimated Supply and Demand of Gadolinium Oxide by 2030.

Application Demand ‘20 [mT] % CAGR Demand ‘30 [mT] %

Magnets 610 35 7.0 % 1200 50

Metallurgy 490 28 -1.0 % 440 18

Phosphors 400 23 0.0 % 400 17

MRI and others 250 14 4.0 % 370 15

Total 1,750 100 3.2 % 2,410 100

Table 7 Low scenario of Gadolinium Oxide demand (own representation).
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Application Demand ‘20 [mT] % CAGR Demand ‘30 [mT] %

Magnets 610 35 8.0 % 1320 47

Metallurgy 490 28 2.8 % 650 23

Phosphors 400 23 2.0 % 490 17

MRI and others 250 14 4.0 % 370 13

Total 1,750 100 4.9 % 2,830 100

Table 8 High scenario of Gadolinium Oxide demand (own representation).

the balance between supply and demand could turn into an 
imbalance if parameters like growth rates or mining activities 
in Southern China change in the future. A supply shortage 
could appear in the case of force majeure, regulations, or if 
supplies are suspended by the main producers.

��2QNKVKEU�CPF�5QEKGV[

The market and technology analysis from previous chapters 
have shown that the supply and demand of rare earths 
will increase in the next few years. However, the market is 
dominated by only a few players, whereby political decisions 
GER� MRƽYIRGI� XLI� EZEMPEFMPMX]� SJ� VEVI� IEVXLW�QSVI� XLER� XLI�
potential centralization of the mining and separation in a 
few countries can. Chinese, Myanmarese, and German 
VIKYPEXMSRW�[LMGL�GSYPH�MRƽYIRGI�XLI�EZEMPEFMPMX]�ERH�XVEHMRK�
with rare earths must be discussed and evaluated.  

��%JKPGUG�4GIWNCVKQP

In January 2021 the Chinese Ministry for Industry and 
Technology Information (MIIT) published a new draft law 
for the regulation of the Chinese rare earth industry. The 
publishing of a new draft law was a foreseeable incident 
because the Chinese government is trying to get more 
control over the domestic rare earth industry for a longer 
period. The whole draft law (〰൏㇑⨶ᶑֻ) can be read at 
the website of the MIIT (MIIT, 2021). The most important 
facts are summarized in this chapter. 

The new draft law describes in 29 articles the new regulatory 
environment of the rare earth industry. The core is about 
stopping illegal rare earth mining, which is still a major 
problem in China (Packey, Kingsnorth, 2016). New rare 
earth projects must pass through an approval procedure 

and are only allowed to start operating once the approval is 
GSRƼVQIH��%PP�ETTVSZIH�VEVI�IEVXL�TVSNIGXW�EVI�JSV[EVHIH�XS�
the State Council, which will publish new rare earth projects 
regularly (Article 7). According to Article 8, the state can 
restrict or stop rare earth mining and processing if it harms 
the ecological environment. The selling and purchasing of 
illegally mined rare earths will be prohibited and convicted 
SVKERM^EXMSRW� [MPP� FI� ƼRIH� �%VXMGPI� ���� ������� 0MOI� MR� EPP�
industries in China, the State Council plays an important 
role in strategic management decisions. It decides regional 
economic policies and requirements for the layout of 
the rare earth industry, and also determines production 
capacity and production and operation conditions (Article 
9). The most important changes for foreign companies 
will be articles 14-16. According to article 15, the state will 
control the import and export of rare earth compounds more 
precisely. This has to do with the aspiration of the Chinese 
government to increase the strategic reserves of rare 
IEVXLW� �%VXMGPIɸ����*YVXLIVQSVI�� XLI� MRHYWXV]�[MPP�IWXEFPMWL�
a tracking information system for rare earth compounds 
(Article 14). It is expected that through these changes in the 
law, the illegal mining of rare earths will be more sanctioned 
in the future which could have an impact on the supply of 
rare earths from China. Higher prices for rare earths might 
be one of the consequences. However, through the tracking 
system, a more transparent tracing can be expected. This 
would justify higher rare earth prices.

��%QPENWUKQP

A strength of heavy rare earth mining is that it is coupled to 
the production of NdPr. This joint production is an advantage 
because the demand for NdPr is increasing steadily. A 
weakness is a strong dependence on just two countries 
China and Myanmar which account for almost all heavy rare 
earth mining activities worldwide. However, there are also 
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Figure 13 SWOT-Analysis of heavy rare earth elements (own representation).

some opportunities coming up in the next years. First China 
became a net importer of rare earths in 2019 which should 
increase the number of rare earth projects outside of China 
(Xinhua News, 2019).

Also, the prices for rare earth separation are decreasing 
continuously which makes rare earth processing more 
economical. Last but not least, electromobility will boost 
the demand for rare earths much in the following years 
and decades. The biggest threat for heavy rare earths is 
the substitution of PMSM motors. By substituting NdPr 
through Aluminum and Cooper the mining activities of NdPr 
[MPP�HIGVIEWI�[LMGL�[MPP�EYXSQEXMGEPP]� MRƽYIRGI� XLI�WYTTP]�
of heavy rare earth elements Dysprosium, Gadolinium, 
and Terbium. Because mining is concentrated on just two 
countries‘ regulations, trade wars, export restrictions, natural 
disasters have a strong impact on the availability of heavy 
rare earths on the market.

The production capacity of light rare earths is driven by 
electric vehicles and wind turbines. If no substitution with 
rare earth free motors appears in the market, then the 
production capacity will increase according to the annual 
growth rates of Neodymium and Praseodymium. Current 
market players expect a growth rate of about 8 % which is 
also incoherence to the annual production plan by Chinese 
authorities. The MIIT announced a production increase of 
light rare earths of 7 % in 2020 (MIIT, 2020).

The supply of heavy rare earths could decrease in the future 
because new laws and regulations should stop illegal mining 
in Southern China, which is dominated by heavy rare earths 
Dysprosium, Gadolinium, and Terbium. In the last three 
years, Myanmar has increased its heavy rare earth mining 
activities. The capacities developments of heavy rare earths 
will depend on the development of the mining business 
in Myanmar and how China will face the issue of illegal 
mining in Southern China. A possibility of how the supply 
of heavy rare earths should not decrease is the integration 
of previously illegal mining into the company structure of 
the six main manufacturing companies. For that purpose, 
the companies need to receive a mining license and have to 
stick to the national regulations.

In conclusion, the joint product analysis showed that the 
production capacity of Gadolinium Oxide which is used 
MR� XLI� TLEVQEGIYXMGEP� MRHYWXV]� MW� HMVIGXP]� MRƽYIRGIH� F]�
technological developments in the automotive industry. 
This cross-industry relationship between joint products is 
frequently seen in the industry and demonstrates that for a 
complete evaluation of production capacities, the industry 
of the desired product plus the industry of the main product 
must be examined.
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1 Introduction

The seemingly ever faster-moving world is constantly 

subjected to change. Subjects like global warming, 

sustainability and fair trade have gained considerable 

MQTSVXERGI��8LIWI�GLERKIW�WXVSRKP]�MRƽYIRGI�XLI�FILEZMSVW�
and wants and needs of the consumers, leading to shorter 

product life-cycles and high demands for new products, 

especially products that address the before-mentioned 

challenges. At the same time, there is more competition 

and resources are declining (Damanpour and Wischnevsky, 

2006). To succeed in the changing market and stay ahead 

of their competitors, companies need to create innovations 

(Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 1997). This means, that in 

today’s market, being innovative is essential for a company’s 

survival. Therefore, the question of what makes a company 

MRRSZEXMZI� SV� [LEX� MRƽYIRGIW� E� ƼVQƅW� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW� MW�
more important than ever, because innovativeness and 

performance are closely linked (Wang and Miao, 2015). 

Over time, several concepts have been developed that are 

supposed to lead to better performance and competitiveness. 

One of these concepts is market orientation, which refers 

XS� ER� SVKERM^EXMSRƅW� WTIGMƼG� ETTVSEGL� XS� HIEPMRK�[MXL� XLI�
market (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). Customer orientation is 

one of the components of market orientation, it may even 

be the most obvious one. Since market orientation is said 

to lead to better performance (Narver and Slater, 1990), it is 

EVKYIH�XLEX�MX�EGLMIZIW�XLMW�TEVXP]�F]�MRƽYIRGMRK�E�GSQTER]ƅW�
innovativeness. But how deep is the connection between 

market orientation and innovativeness? 

8LMW� EVXMGPI� LEW� WIZIVEP� KSEPW��8LI�ƼVWX� SRI� MW� XS� HIWGVMFI�
the concept of market orientation and highlight the 

importance of customer orientation. Then the differentiation 

between innovativeness and innovation will be discussed, 

followed by an examination of how deeply the concepts of 

market orientation and innovativeness are connected, to 

HMWGSZIV�LS[�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�MRƽYIRGIW�MRRSZEXMZIRIWW��

With a constant demand for new products, shorter product life-cycles, and a 
rise in global competition, innovativeness and the generation of innovations 
are imperative for a company’s growth and competitiveness in today’s market. 
/CTMGV� QTKGPVCVKQP� KU� C� EQPEGRV� VJCV� NGCFU� VQ� DGVVGT� ƓTO� RGTHQTOCPEG� CPF�
EQORGVKVKXGPGUU�CPF�JCU�DGGP�UJQYP�VQ�KPƔWGPEG�KPPQXCVKXGPGUU��&WG�VQ�VJG�
UKIPKƓECPEG�QH�KPPQXCVKXGPGUU�HQT�C�EQORCP[ũU�UWEEGUU��WPFGTUVCPFKPI�YJCV�
KPƔWGPEGU� KV� KU� SWKVG� KORQTVCPV�� 6JKU� CTVKENG� ƓTUV� GZCOKPGU� VJG� KPFKXKFWCN�
concepts of market orientation and innovativeness and then evaluates the 
FGRVJ� QH� VJG� EQPPGEVKQP� DGVYGGP� VJGUG� EQPEGRVU�� 6JG� TGUWNVU� FGOQPUVTCVG�
UKIPKƓECPV�QXGTNCRU��#NUQ��CP�GZRCPUKQP�QH�VJG�VTCFKVKQPCN�OCTMGV�QTKGPVCVKQP�
concept to include additional stakeholders and sustainability concerns 
KU� FKUEWUUGF�� #� NQQM� CV� EWTTGPV� KPPQXCVKXG� RTQLGEVU� QH� C� UGNGEVGF� EJGOKECN�
EQTRQTCVKQP� FGOQPUVTCVGU�� VJCV� DQVJ� VJG� UKIPKƓECPV� KPƔWGPEG� QH� OCTMGV�
orientation on innovativeness as well as the consideration of sustainability 
and additional stakeholders can be observed in the chemical industry.
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Additionally, a potential expansion of the market orientation 

concept to include other stakeholders and sustainability 

concerns will be discussed. Lastly, there will be a very brief 

look at a chemical company to determine if a connection 

between market orientation, innovativeness and the resulting 

innovations can be observed in current innovative projects.

��6JG�EQPEGRV�QH�OCTMGV�
orientation

8S� YRHIVWXERH� LS[� QEVOIX� SVMIRXEXMSR� MRƽYIRGIW�
MRRSZEXMZIRIWW�� MX� MW� MQTSVXERX� XS� ƼVWX� GPEVMJ]� [LEX� I\EGXP]�
market orientation is. Even though the concept of market 

SVMIRXEXMSR� [EW� QSWX� GPSWIP]� HIƼRIH� MR� XLI� ����W�� XLIWI�
HIƼRMXMSRW� EVI� WXMPP� YWIH� MR� XLI�QSVI� VIGIRX� PMXIVEXYVI� �I�K��
Kamboj and Rahman, 2017; Wang and Miao, 2015) and as 

such can still be considered as the current state of the art.

����)GPGTCN�FGƓPKVKQP�QH�OCTMGV�QTKGPVCVKQP

8LI�QSWX�JVIUYIRXP]�YWIH�HIƼRMXMSR�MW��XLEX�ƈQEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�
refers to the organizationwide generation, dissemination, 

and responisiveness to market intelligence” (Kohli and 

.E[SVWOM��������T����ERH�XLEX�ƈIJJIGXMZI�QEVOIX�MRXIPPMKIRGI�
pertains not just to current needs, but to future needs as well” 

(Kohli and Jaworski, 1990, p. 4). The gathered intelligence is 

more than just the verbalized needs or preferences of the 

customers. It also includes analyzing a myriad of factors that 

MRƽYIRGI�GLERKIW�MR�GYWXSQIV�FILEZMSV��WYGL�EW�I\EQMRMRK�
exogenous factors (e.g. government regulations), changing 

conditions in the customers‘ industry or actions undertaken 

by the competition. Both current and future needs and 

preferences of the customers are considered, with the 

understanding that the development of future products can 

take years. Since the gathering of market intelligence takes 

plake across the entire organization, it is necessary for the 

different departments to exchange information. (Kohli and 

Jaworski, 1990).

Bearing the already mentioned facets in mind, market 

orientation is composed of the three behavioral components 

customer orientation, competitor orientation and 

interfunctional coordination as well as the two decision 

GVMXIVME�TVSƼXEFMPMX]�ERH�PSRK�XIVQ�JSGYW��2EVZIV�ERH�7PEXIV��
1990). A market-oriented organization stands out compared 

XS� RSR�QEVOIX� SVMIRXEXIH� SVKERM^EXMSRW� MR� MXW� ƈWYTIVMSV�

market sensing, customer linking and channel bonding 

capabilities” (Day, 1994, p. 41). This enables the organization 

to sense market trends earlier than their competitors giving 

it both the opportunity to react quickly and accurately to the 

coming changes as well as being able to predict what the 

competition might do next.

2.2 Customer orientation as part of market 
orientation

As already mentioned, customer orientation is one of the 

three main behavioral components of market orientation 

ERH�MX�QMKLX�FI�XLI�QSWX�SFZMSYW�SRI��%JXIV�EPP��ƈXLI�GYWXSQIV�
is king” is a well-known concept. Customer orientation 

encompasses actions with the intention of collecting 

customer information as well as distributing it throughout 

the organization. The purpose of customer orientation is 

to continuously produce superior value for the customer. 

To achieve this goal it is necessary to not only understand 

the current and future needs of the intended customer 

but also the customer’s entire value chain as well as the 

GYWXSQIVƅW�GYWXSQIVW�� JSV� XLIWI�EVI� JEGXSVW� XLEX� MRƽYIRGI�
the customer’s needs (Narver and Slater, 1990).

Another aspect of customer orientation is the capability of 

ƈGYWXSQIV�PMROEKIƉ��8LMW�VIJIVW�XS�XLI�EFMPMXMIW�ERH�TVSGIWWIW�
that are necessary for the establishment of customer 

relationships with the purpose of faster determining 

individual customer needs and therefore potentially creating 

long-term customer value (Day, 1994).

��6JG�EQPEGRVU�QH�KPPQXCVKQP�CPF�
innovativeness 

8LI�XIVQW�ƈMRRSZEXMSRƉ�ERH�ƈMRRSZEXMZIRIWWƉ�EVI�WSQIXMQIW�
used interchangeably but efforts have been made to 

differentiate between them. The following sections describe 

the differences between these two terms, showing clearly 

that though they are closely related, innovation and 

innovativeness are distinguishable from each other.

3.1 Innovation

Innovation is the development and implementation of new 

ideas (Salavou, 2004). To grow and keep up with competitors 

an organization must implement innovations. This can be 
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done through innovation generation or innovation adoption. 

An organization’s ability to generate its own innovations 

is dependent on the organization’s market capabilities 

and technological knowledge, whereas the adoption of 

innovations refers to the assimilation of an innovation, 

that was created elsewhere and is new to the adopting 

organization (Damanpour and Wischnevsky, 2006). 

The most commonly used dimensions of innovations have 

been summarized as being technological innovations, 

which consist of new products, technologies, or services 

and administrative/managerial innovations, which include 

new policies or procedures or changes in the organizational 

form. A combination of these two dimensions can lead to 

higher competitiveness of the organization (Mohd Zawawi 

et al., 2016). 

Another way to classify innovations is by their level of 

newness, making them either radical or incremental. They 

also differ in their uncertainty. Incremental innovation 

refers to an innovation that builds on something that is 

already known, making it less risky than a radical innovation, 

which can be something that is previously unknown. Also 

important to consider is the level at which the innovation 

takes place. A challenge in the innovation process can be to 

IRWYVI��XLEX�ER�MRRSZEXMSR�XLEX�XEOIW�TPEGI�EX�E�ƈGSQTSRIRX�
level”, meaning only a part of an established product is 

replaced, still functions in the overall system. And when 

innovation takes place at a higher level in the system, it 

QMKLX� FIGSQI� RIGIWWEV]� JSV� E� ƼVQ� XS� GLERKI� MXW� EPVIEH]�
IWXEFPMWLIH�TVSGIWWIW�ERH�GLERRIPW�XS�WYƾGMIRXP]�WYTTSVX�
this innovation (Tidd and Bessant, 2021).

In the following chapter, it will become clear, that innovations 

are a consequence of innovativeness. 

3.2 Innovativeness

Innovativeness is a precursor for innovations. Innovativeness 

is a cultural aspect of an organization and refers to the 

organization’s openness to new ideas. It can be used to 

measure the organization’s inclination towards innovation 

(Hurley and Hult, 1998). Several dimensions have been 

formulated and validated for innovativeness, namely 

ƈGVIEXMZMX]Ɖ��ƈSTIRRIWWƉ��ƈJYXYVI�SVMIRXEXMSRƉ��ƈVMWO�XEOMRKƉ�ERH�
ƈTVSEGXMZIRIWWƉ� �6YZMS� IX� EP��� ������ -R� EHHMXMSR� XS� XLEX�� E�
QYPXMXYHI�SJ�GYPXYVEP�GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW��WYGL�EW�ƈQEVOIX�JSGYWƉ��

ƈPIEVRMRK�ERH�HIZIPSTQIRXƉ�ERH�ƈGSQQYRMGEXMSRƉ�LEZI�FIIR�
established (Hurley and Hult, 1998). All these characteristics 

are indicators for an organization’s innovativeness and it 

[EW� JSYRH� XLEX� MRRSZEXMZI� ƼVQW� WLS[IH� E� PSRK�XIVQ� LMKL�
level of innovativeness (Salavou, 2004).

As mentioned before, innovations can be seen as a result 

of innovativeness. Therefore, innovativeness is a desirable 

aspect of the organization’s culture, as it is expected to lead 

to a higher number of innovations, making it a key factor in 

supporting a company’s continuous growth (Salavou, 2004).

4 Market orientation and 
innovativeness

The previous chapters discussed market orientation, 

innovativeness and innovation as individual concepts. The 

following chapter will demonstrate, how these concepts are 

connected.

4.1 Connecting market orientation and 
innovativeness

Having ascertained what market orientation, innovativeness 

ERH� MRRSZEXMSR�EVI�� XLI�RI\X�WXIT� MW� XS�ƼRH� XLI�GSRRIGXMSR�
between these concepts. As it has been established, 

that innovativeness is a precursor to innovation, making 

innovation the product of innovativeness (Mohd Zawawi 

et al., 2016), the link between these terms is clear. Now 

XLI�KSEP� MW�XS�HIXIVQMRI�LS[�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�MRƽYIRGIW�
innovativeness.

Seeing as innovations are made for the market, it is obvious 

that there must be a connection between these concepts 

and several aspects of the relationship between market 

orientation and innovativeness have been studied. One 

I\EQTPI� MW� XLEX�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�WIIQW� XS� MRƽYIRGI� XLI�
balance of radical and incremental innovations (Baker and 

Sinkula, 2007). A different study found that innovativeness 

could be enhanced through market orientation (Kirca et 

al., 2005) and a meta-analysis showed market orientation 

as having a strong positive effect on the success of new 

product innovations (Evanschitzky et al., 2012). These 

WXYHMIW�GSRƼVQ�XLI�GSVVIPEXMSR�FIX[IIR�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�
and innovation. However, previous literature seems to be

lacking a direct comparison of the concepts. So to better 
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understand the depth of this correlation, a comparison 

of the already established characteristics and aspects 

of both market orientation and innovativeness can be 

made to determine the intersections between these 

GSRGITXW��*MKYVIɸ��HITMGXW�E�WIPIGXMSR�SJ�XLIWI�EWTIGXW�ERH�
characteristics that have either been directly mentioned or 

can be discerned from several sources, grouped in a way 

that illustrates their connection.

4.1.1 Keeping the market in mind

8LI� ƼVWX� X[S� GLEVEGXIVMWXMGW� SJ� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW� XS� HMWGYWW�
EVI� ƈQEVOIX� MRXIPPMKIRGIƉ� ERH� ƈQEVOIX� JSGYWƉ� �,YVPI]� ERH�

Hult, 1998). These characteristics show the most obvious 

connection to market orientation, considering there is even 

XLI�[SVH�ƈQEVOIXƉ� MR�XLIMV�REQI��%RH�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR� MW�
GIRXIVIH�SR�QEVOIX�MRXIPPMKIRGI�ERH�QEVOIX�JSGYW��WS�XLI�ƼVWX�
correlation between market orientation and innovativeness 

can easily be seen in these characteristics. As to why these 

characteristics play an important role in innovativeness, as 

mentioned before, the market is who innovations are made 

for, so naturally, a focus on the requirements and changes of 

the market is necessary for the development of successful 

MRRSZEXMSRW��%RH�WS��E�JSGYW�SR�XLIWI�EWTIGXW�MRƽYIRGIW�XLI�
innovativeness of an organization.

Figure 1: Aspects of market orientation and innovativeness as found in different literature sources (Atuahene-Gima et al., 2005; Hurley and 

Hult, 1998; Kohli and Jaworski, 1990; Narver and Slater, 1990; Ruvio et al., 2014).
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4.1.2 Considering the future

The next characteristics to look at on the innovativeness 

WMHI�EVI�ƈTPERRMRKƉ��,YVPI]�ERH�,YPX��������ƈTVSEGXMZIRIWWƉ�
ERH� ƈJYXYVI�SVMIRXEXMSRƉ� �6YZMS�IX�EP���������3R� XLI�QEVOIX�
SVMIRXEXMSR� WMHI�� XLIVI� MW� EPWS� ƈTVSEGXMZIRIWWƉ� �%XYELIRI�
+MQE�IX�EP��������EW�[IPP�EW�ƈPSRK�XIVQ�JSGYWƉ�ERH�ƈGYVVIRX�
and future needs” (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). The reason 

these aspects have been grouped is that they all have a 

connection to the future. To be proactive is to consider 

opportunities, be they related to current products or not and 

to take the initiative to act on possible future needs (Ruvio 

et al., 2014). Therefore, proactiveness is closely connected 

XS� XLI�EWTIGXW�SJ� ƈJYXYVI�SVMIRXEXMSRƉ�ERH� ƈTPERRMRKƉ��8S�FI�
proactive, one needs to consider what could happen in the 

future and plan accordingly. This is a very important aspect 

of innovativeness, especially because it can take several 

years to develop an innovation (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). 

Additionally, product life-cycles are getting shorter, meaning 

the time between the launch of a product or service and the 

need for new products or services and therefore innovations 

is also getting shorter. As a result, companies require an 

increase in innovativeness. Because it can take a long time to 

develop an innovation, companies must plan ahead of time 

and try to estimate what consumers might want in the future, 

ensuring the company has enough time for the innovation 

process. This already shows the correlation between the 

concepts of market orientation and innovativeness because 

market orientation is future-oriented too and considers 

both current and future customer wants and needs. These 

wants and needs are some of the main things that drive the 

innovativeness of an organization.

4.1.3 Finding inspiration

8LI� PEWX� KVSYT� LEW� XLI� EWTIGXW� ƈSTIRRIWWƉ� �6YZMS� IX�
EP��� ������ ƈPIEVRMRK� ERH� HIZIPSTQIRXƉ�� ƈWYTTSVX� ERH�
GSPPEFSVEXMSRƉ�� ERH� ƈGSQQYRMGEXMSRƉ�SR� XLI� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW�
side (Hurley and Hult, 1998). On the market orientation side, 

XLIVI� MW� ƈEREP]^MRKƉ� �/SLPM� ERH� .E[SVWOM�� ������ ƈGYWXSQIV�
SVMIRXEXMSRƉ�� ƈGSQTIXMXSV� SVMIRXEXMSRƉ� ERH� ƈMRXIVJYRGXMSREP�
GSSVHMREXMSRƉ� �2EVZIV� ERH� 7PEXIV�� ������ %X� ƼVWX� KPERGI�� MX�
might seem that these characteristics do not have much 

in common. However, if looked at more closely, one could 

WE]�XLEX�XLI�SZIVEPP�XLIQI�MR�XLMW�KVSYT�MW�ƈMRWTMVEXMSRƉ��*SV�
companies to be innovative, they need to have a certain 

level of openness. Because only if they are open to new 

ideas and inputs can they be innovative (Ruvio et al., 2014). 

They need the ability to learn (Hurley and Hult, 1998), 

both from the consumers‘ wants, this being the link to 

customer orientation, and from the way their competitors‘ 

act. Competitor orientation is also an important aspect of 

market orientation because to keep up with the competition 

it is important to understand what it is that they do, learn 

from that and channel it into the company’s innovativeness. 

8LMW�MW�EPWS�[LIVI�SRI�GER�ƼRH�XLI�GSRRIGXMSR�XS�XLI�EWTIGX�
ƈEREP]^MRKƉ��WMRGI�FSXL�GYWXSQIV�ERH�GSQTIXMXSV�FILEZMSVW�
ERH�I\SKIRSYW�JEGXSVW�XLEX�QMKLX�MRƽYIRGI�XLIQ�WLSYPH�FI�
analyzed if companies want to learn from them (Kohli and 

Jaworski, 1990).

8LI� EWTIGXW� ƈWYTTSVX� ERH� GSPPEFSVEXMSRƉ� ERH�
ƈGSQQYRMGEXMSRƉ� EVI� QSWX� GPSWIP]� PMROIH� XS� XLI� QEVOIX�
SVMIRXEXMSR� GLEVEGXIVMWXMG� ƈMRXIVJYRGXMSREP� GSSVHMREXMSRƉ��
Inspiration for innovations does not just come through 

customer and competitor observations. They also come 

through communication with other people and other 

HITEVXQIRXW�[LMGL�MW�[L]�ƈSTIRRIWWƉ�MW�WYGL�ER�MQTSVXERX�
aspect of innovativeness. To get inspired and to come up 

with new ideas, one needs to be open and accepting of 

different and new things. This could be a different opinion of 

a co-worker. Because every person is different, has different 

ideas, perhaps grew up in a different culture or made different 

experiences from one’s own, they might come up with or see 

things that another person does not. Exchanging opinions 

and experiences can lead to new innovative ideas. The market 

SVMIRXEXMSR�GSRGITX�SJ�ƈMRXIVJYRGXMSREP�GSSVHMREXMSRƉ�MW�EFSYX�
a business coordinating the market intelligence gathering 

and evaluation intra-departmental, so that all departments 

are included in the process and the information is looked 

at from different viewpoints (Narver and Slater, 1990). This 

EWTIGX� VIƽIGXW� XLI� EWTIGXW� SJ� ƈWYTTSVX� ERH� GSPPEFSVEXMSRƉ�
EW�[IPP�EW�ƈGSQQYRMGEXMSRƉ��WLS[MRK�E�GSVVIPEXMSR�FIX[IIR�
market orientation and innovativeness.

4.1.4 Discussion of the comparison results

Having now compared characteristics that make a business 

innovative with those that pertain to market orientation, it 

is clear that these concepts show large overlaps in their 

characteristics. Many aspects that make a company 

market-orientated help with a company’s innovativeness. 

Because the characteristics are so closely connected or 

sometimes even identical, businesses that are market-
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orientated have an advantage at being innovative, since they 

EPVIEH]�JYPƼPP�QER]�GVMXIVME�JSV�FIMRK�MRRSZEXMZI�ERH�EPVIEH]�
work with the information that can lead to innovativeness. 

One could even question whether these concepts are truly 

distinguishable concepts at all. Because of the extensive 

overlap, it is debatable, whether a company can truly be 

innovative in the long term if it is not market-oriented. So 

perhaps innovativeness could be considered a goal or 

positive consequences of market orientation, instead of a 

separate concept.

8LI� WMKRMƼGERX� SZIVPET� SJ� XLI� GSRGITXW� EPWS� VIEƾVQW� XLI�
importance of market orientation to a company’s success 

and shows, that careful and continuous monitoring of the 

market conditions, as well as the analysis and estimation of 

future changes, are some of the most important aspects of 

the innovation process, especially in a time where the market 

is constantly changing. However, it is also important to note, 

that market orientation alone and especially the thus far 

YWIH�XVEHMXMSREP�HIƼRMXMSR�SJ�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�MW�RSX�IRSYKL�
XS�IRWYVI�E�ƼVQƅW�WYGGIWW��3RI�SJ�MXW�[IEO�TSMRXW�MW�XLEX�MX�
focuses so largely on the consumers who, while important, 

are not the only players on the market. Other concepts 

and factors could and should also be considered. Some of 

these potential supplemental concepts are discussed in the 

following chapter.

����'ZRCPFKPI�VJG�OCTMGV�QTKGPVCVKQP�
concept

While the traditional market orientation concept focuses 

mainly on customers and competitors, this might be to 

narrow a view for contemporary businesses. To the end 

of expanding the market orientation viewpoint, more 

recent literature has suggested two additional concepts, 

stakeholder orientation and sustainability orientation.

4.2.1 The concept of stakeholder orientation

7XEOILSPHIV� SVMIRXEXMSR� LEW� FIIR� HIƼRIH� EW� XLI�
ƈSVKERM^EXMSREP� GYPXYVI� ERH� FILEZMSVW� XLEX� MRHYGI�
organizational members to be continuously aware of and 

proactively act on a variety of stakeholder issues” (Ferrell 

IX� EP��� ������ T�� ���� -R� ����� WXEOILSPHIVW�[IVI� HIƼRIH� EW�
ƈER]�KVSYT�SV�MRHMZMHYEP�[LS�GER�EJJIGX�SV�MW�EJJIGXIH�F]�XLI�
achievement of the organization’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, 

p. 46). While stakeholder orientation recognizes customers 

and competitors as important stakeholders, it is not limited 

to them. Suppliers, employees, regulators, shareholders and 

local communities are some of the additional stakeholders 

that hold importance within this concept (Greenley and 

Foxall, 1997). Stakeholders are part of an interconnected 

relationship network (Rowley, 1997), with every stakeholder 

having their interests and issues. These issues range from 

the environmental impact of products to the transparency 

of company records. The natural environment has also been 

suggested as an additional stakeholder, and considering 

the ongoing climate change, this stakeholder is bound 

XS� KEMR� JYVXLIV� EXXIRXMSR� �,EMKL� ERH� +VMƾXLW�� ������ 8LI�
different stakeholder interests may not necessarily all align, 

VIWYPXMRK� MR� E� LMKLIV� GSSVHMREXMSR� IJJSVX� JSV� XLI� ƼVQ�� 8LI�
goal of stakeholder orientation is the long-term welfare of 

EPP� WXEOILSPHIVW�� 8S� XLEX� IRH�� WXEOILSPHIV�SVMIRXIH� ƼVQW�
gather information about stakeholder issues to successfully 

address them. Overlaps between market orientation and 

shareholder orientation have been demonstrated, but 

mostly they are still considered separate concepts (Ferrell et 

al., 2010). However, some research also suggests, that the 

market orientation concept has already widened to include 

additional stakeholders in the overall concept of market 

orientation (Wilburn Green et al., 2015).

4.2.2 The concept of sustainability orientation

As climate change and sustainability become some of the 

predominant global challenges, the concept of sustainability 

orientation becomes more important for today’s businesses, 

as well as governments. The goal of this concept is to 

balance current and future concerns that deal with social, 

ecological and economical needs (Sayem, 2012). An 

orientation towards sustainability is especially necessary, 

if the business acknowledges the natural environment 

EW� SRI� SJ� MXW� WXEOILSPHIVW� �,EMKL� ERH� +VMƾXLW�� ������
The concept also goes hand in hand with the increasing 

customer demand for ecological and sustainable products 

and production processes (Han et al., 2009), demonstrating 

the connection to a company’s market orientation that leads 

to the businesses‘ awareness of customer wishes (Wilburn 

Green et al., 2015). Since sustainability orientation shows 

considerable overlaps with market orientation or is a result 

of market orientation, previous research has suggested the 

inclusion of sustainability aspects in the market orientation 

concept (Hult, 2011). Sustainability orientation has also 

FIIR� WLS[R� XS� MRƽYIRGI� E� ƼVQƄW� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW�� ERSXLIV�
linkage to market orientation (Sayem, 2012).
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4.2.3 Aggregation of the different concepts

As mentioned before, previous research has suggested 

the combination of the market orientation, stakeholder 

ERH�WYWXEMREFMPMX]�GSRGITXW��WSQIXMQIW�ORS[R�EW� ƈQEVOIX�
orientation plus” (Crittenden et al., 2011; Hult, 2011; Wilburn 

Green et al., 2015). The fact that all these concepts impact 

E�ƼVQƄW�MRRSZEXMZIRIWW�LEW�EPWS�FIIR�WLS[R�MR�WXYHMIW��I�K��
Flammer and Kacperczyk, 2016; Sayem, 2012). One of the 

main points is the stated necessity to include additional 

stakeholders to the traditional customer and competitor 

(Hult, 2011), while still acknowledging customers as a main 

stakeholder.

Building on this research, this article illustrates a theoretical 

aggregated market orientation concept that combines the 

traditional market orientation concept with stakeholder 

Figure 2: Aggregation of the concepts of market orientation, sustainability orientation and stakeholder orientation. Innovativeness is an 

expected goal of these concepts. Based on previous work by Hult (2011) and Sayem (2012).

orientation and sustainability orientation (Figure 2). In 

terms of this illustration, innovativeness is not seen as a 

separate concept but rather a consequence or shared goal 

of the different orientations. This is due to the before shown 

large overlap of the innovativeness and market orientation 

concepts. 

It can also be argued that stakeholder orientation and 

sustainability orientation could already be included in 

traditional market orientation anyway, by widening the 

ƈGYWXSQIVƉ�HIƼRMXMSR��-J�E�GYWXSQIV�MW�RS�PSRKIV�NYWX�E�ƼVQƅW�
FY]IV�FYX�VEXLIV�ER�IRXMX]�XLEX�QEOIW�HIQERHW�SJ�XLI�ƼVQ��
then a larger group of stakeholders would automatically fall 

[MXLMR� XLMW� GYWXSQIV� HIƼRMXMSR�� 8LI� XVEHMXMSREP� GYWXSQIV�
demands products, the natural environment demands more 

ecological products and processes, governments demand 

the upholding of its laws and so on. And sustainability is 
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PEVKIP]�VIƽIGXIH�MR�XLIWI�HIQERHW��7S�TIVLETW��[LIR�XEOMRK�
this customer viewpoint, the traditional market orientation 

concept would already encompass these different 

SVMIRXEXMSRW� ERH� XLVSYKL� XLMW� MRƽYIRGI� E� GSQTER]ƅW�
innovativeness.

����%CP�VJG�KPƔWGPEG�QH�OCTMGV�QTKGPVCVKQP�
on innovativeness and innovations be 
observed in the chemical industry? 

,EZMRK� EREP]^IH� XLI� MRƽYIRGI� SJ� QEVOIX� SVMIRXEXMSR� SR�
innovativeness as well as discussed the possible expansion 

SJ� XLI� XVEHMXMSREP�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�GSRGITX�� XLI�ƼREP�TEVX�
of this article takes a closer look at the BASF corporation 

to discover, if a connection between market orientation and 

innovativeness or the resulting innovations can be observed 

there. 

The BASF corporation made a revenue of 59,149 million 

euros in the year 2020 and has 110,302 employees. As such, 

it is the world’s largest chemical company (BASF, 2021a).

8LI� ƼVWX� WXIT� MW� XS� I\EQMRI�� [LIXLIV� &%7*� MW� QEVOIX�
oriented. They say that their customers are their priority and 

consider their needs seriously when planning their corporate 

strategy (BASF, 2021c). This allows the conclusion that 

BASF is customer-oriented and customer orientation is 

one of the main factors of market orientation. In addition 

to that, BASF is improving its organizational structure to 

MRGVIEWI�MXW�EFMPMX]�XS�EHHVIWW�WTIGMƼG�QEVOIX�VIUYMVIQIRXW��
Among other things, they have created interdisciplinary 

teams to better attend to customer needs (BASF, 2021b). 

Understanding and addressing market requirements and 

coordinating across different departments are also aspects 

of market orientation. Considering this, it seems that the 

BASF corporation is a market-oriented organization.

%W�HMWGYWWIH� FIJSVI��QEVOIX� SVMIRXEXMSR� GER� MRƽYIRGI� XLI�
company’s innovativeness and the resulting innovations. 

Therefore, the next step is to examine the innovativeness 

of the BASF corporation. In the year 2020, BASF developed 

a total of 950 new patents worldwide with about 10,000 

employees working in research and development. For the 

purpose of this article, these factors will be considered 

indicators for innovativeness. Recognizing that their 

employees are a key factor for success, BASF tries to build 

a working environment that supports them in achieving 

XLIMV�KSEPW��&%7*�GSRWMHIVW� MXWIPJ�XLI�ƈMRRSZEXMSR�PIEHIVƉ� MR�

the chemical industry. In addition to that, two of their main 

ZEPYIW� EVI� ƈGVIEXMZMX]Ɖ� ERH� ƈSTIRRIWWƉ� �&%7*�� ����I�� %W�
already discussed in a previous chapter, these are aspects 

that are important for innovativeness (Ruvio et al., 2014), 

allowing the conclusion, that innovativeness is an important 

aspect of the BASF corporation.

8LI�ƼREP�TEVX�SJ�XLMW�GLETXIV�MW�XS�XEOI�E�PSSO�EX�X[S�GYVVIRX�
innovative projects of BASF with the intent to determine if a 

connection to market orientation can be ascertained. 

8LI� ƼVWX� TVSNIGX� XS� HMWGYWW� JEPPW� MR� XLI� GEXIKSV]� SJ�
technological innovation. It pertains to the development of 

products for the sustainable cleaning process for recycling 

plastic waste (Chemetall, 2021). Over the past 70 years, 

there was a sharp increase in plastic production (Chemetall, 

2021), but today, sustainability and environmental 

consciousness are becoming bigger and more important 

demands on the market. Customers are more aware of 

the repercussions of plastic waste, so they desire more 

ecologically friendly alternatives. One possibility is the use 

of recyclable products. The project to create products to 

help with the recycling process shows, that BASF is aware of 

this consumer trend, meaning they analyzed the changes in 

the market and customer behavior, which are all aspects of 

QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR��8LI�SFXEMRIH�MRJSVQEXMSR�XLIR�MRƽYIRGIH�
the company’s innovativeness and resulted in the mentioned 

innovation project. This shows that market orientation 

MRƽYIRGIH� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW�� %HHMXMSREPP]�� XLMW� TVSHYGX� EPWS�
addresses sustainability aspects, and it can be argued, that 

additional stakeholders, like the natural environment and 

TSXIRXMEPP]�KSZIVRQIRXW��TVSƼX�JVSQ�XLMW�TVSNIGX�

The second project is a joint project between BASF, SABIC, 

ERH�0MRHI�ERH�XLI�KSEP�MW�XS�HIZIPST�XLI�[SVPHƅW�ƼVWX�WXIEQ�
cracker furnace that is electrically heated. This can be 

categorized as administrative/managerial innovation, as it 

concerns the process of production in the petrochemical 

division (BASF, 2021d). The project also follows the market‘s 

demand for sustainability, the focus being on the reduction 

of CO
2
 emissions. In recent years, customers have also 

started to take a closer look at how the products they buy 

are produced, with fair trade and organic products gaining 

popularity. The electrically-heated steam cracker furnace 

would still be able to produce the same products, so the 

products would stay the same, just as an organic banana 

is still a banana. However, the production process would 

GLERKI�WMKRMƼGERXP]�VIWYPXMRK�MR�E�TSXIRXMEP�VIHYGXMSR�SJ�'3
2
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emission by 90% (BASF, 2021d). This project also shows 

a clear future orientation and long-term focus, aspects 

that, as already discussed, connect market orientation and 

innovativeness. In addition, this is a joined project between 

competitors, showing that BASF analyzed who is researching 

MR� XLI� WEQI�ƼIPH� ERH�HIGMHIH� XS� GSSTIVEXI�[MXL� XLIQ�� WS�
that they can potentially learn from one another. This can be 

seen as one of the aspects of competitor orientation. Here 

it is demonstrated, that this innovation project was also 

MRƽYIRGIH�F]�XLI�GSQTER]ƅW�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�ERH�EW�[MXL�
XLI�ƼVWX�I\EQTPI��WYWXEMREFMPMX]�ERH�SXLIV�WXEOILSPHIVW�EPWS�
play a role.

Market orientation and market demand are an inspirational 

WSYVGI� JSV� XLI� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW� SJ� XLI� ƼVQ� ERH� EW� XLI�
examples above show, in the case of the BASF corporation, 

XLI� MRƽYIRGI� SJ�QEVOIX� SVMIRXEXMSR� SR� MRRSZEXMZIRIWW� ERH�
the resulting innovations can be seen.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

This article has discussed market orientation, innovativeness, 

and innovation. Market orientation refers to an organization’s 

dealing with market intelligence (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990), 

with customer orientation being one of its main components 

(Narver and Slater, 1990). Innovativeness is an aspect of the 

organization‘s culture that leads to innovations, innovations 

FIMRK�QSWX�SJXIR�GPEWWMƼIH�EW� XIGLRSPSKMGEP� MRRSZEXMSR�SV�
administrative/managerial innovations (Mohd Zawawi et al., 

2016).

The depth of the overlap between the market orientation 

concept and innovativeness was analyzed by comparing 

certain aspects of the individual concepts. It was found that 

market orientation and innovativeness have an extensive 

overlap in their characteristics, which can explain their 

MRƽYIRGI�SR�IEGL�SXLIV��%�[MHIRMRK�SJ�XLI�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�
to include sustainability and additional stakeholders was 

also discussed and look at the BASF corporation served as 

ER�I\EQTPI�XS�WLS[��XLEX�XLI�MRƽYIRGI�SJ�QEVOIX�SVMIRXEXMSR�
on innovativeness and innovations, as well as sustainability 

and additional stakeholder considerations, can be found in 

the chemical industry.

It is clear, that market orientation and innovativeness are 

closely linked to one another. Both concepts are fundamental 

parts of the organizational culture. Considering exactly how 

close these concepts are linked, perhaps it should be further 

examined, whether they are truly separate concepts or if one 

is the antecedent and the other the resulting consequence. 

The question of whether a business that is not market-

oriented can be innovative at all, especially in the long-

term perspective, should also be discussed further. Lastly, 

expansions to the traditional market orientation model and 

the question, if sustainability orientation and stakeholder 

orientation could not already be included in the traditional 

market orientation concept simply by widening the customer 

HIƼRMXMSR�� EVI� EPWS� MRXIVIWXMRK� WYFNIGXW� XS� GSRWMHIV� MR� XLI�
future.
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Gender - an essential substance for sustainable chemistry
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employability for health protection reasons during 
pregnancy and breastfeeding is a common dilemma 
for women in the chemical sector. On the other hand, 
men are particularly susceptible to chemicals in other 
ways: researchers regard hormonal chemicals and 
pollutants as a possible cause of the global increase in 
testicular cancer and the massive loss of male sperm 
count in industrialized countries (Levine et al., 2017). 

b. Social dimension: Gender is also linked to gender-
WTIGMƼG� RSVQW� SJ� FILEZMSYV�� VSPIW� MR� WSGMIX]� EW� [IPP
as the development of ‘feminine’ and ‘masculine’
MHIRXMXMIW�� [LMGL� MR� XYVR� MRƽYIRGI� TISTPIƅW� FILEZMSYV�
including their impact on the environment, the levels to
which they are affected by their access to and power
over resources: Due to the division of labour between
the sexes, men and women are often affected by
different chemicals. For example, men are more likely
to work in construction and thus come into contact
with chemicals from building materials, while women
are more likely to work in the care sector with cleaning
agents and cosmetics or care products. Additionally,
the division of labour also causes differences in
exposure within individual sectors: For example,
women in agricultural are more affected by indirect
exposure, e.g. from harvesting and handling chemically-
treated plants or contaminated clothing, while men
are often more directly exposed, e.g. when mixing
chemicals. Women are also more severely affected
by indoor pollution, e.g. from the burning of household
fuels or chemical pollution from furniture, especially
in poor population groups (UNDP, 2011; ILO, 2021).

c. Transformative dimension: However, the gender
perspective enables us to understand and unpack root
causes of unsustainable behaviour, and helps us to
ƼRH� RI[� WSPYXMSRW� JSV� WYWXEMREFPI� GLIQMWXV]�� +IRHIV

In July last year we, the MSP Institute – Multi-Stakeholder 
Processes for Sustainable Development, invited various 
stakeholders to discuss how to shape chemicals 
management in Germany in a gender-responsive way and 
were surprised by the interest of many industry stakeholders, 
especially small and medium sized enterprises, in the topic. 
Ranging from large chemical companies celebrating pride 
QSRXL� XS� UYMXI� WTIGMƼG� HMWGYWWMSRW� SR� KIRHIV�WIRWMXMZI�
language in chemistry journals, the chemical sector seems 
to be searching for its own interconnections to gender and 
how to deal with them. To support this development, this 
commentary provides an overview of the gender dimensions 
and inequalities in chemistry and offers initial ideas for the 
implementation of gender mainstreaming as an integral part 
of management for sustainable chemistry and beyond. 

Gender Dimension in Chemistry

The interconnections between gender and chemicals are 
complex and multi-dimensional. In summary, the following 
key dimensions justify serious consideration of gender 
within the world of chemistry (see Hemmati and Bach, 2017): 

a. Biological dimension: Women’s and men’s bodies are
affected differently by certain chemicals – risk and
impacts can be different between the sexes. Women,
for example, tend to store more environmental
pollutants in their body tissues than men due to a
higher body fat content. In addition to puberty, women
live through other phases of life such as pregnancy,
breastfeeding and menopause, during which their
bodies become more susceptible to health damages
JVSQ� GLIQMGEPW� HYI� XS� XLI� WMKRMƼGERX� TL]WMSPSKMGEP
changes. Furthermore, chemical exposure can
also be passed on to the next generation (UNDP,
2011; IPEN and SAICM, 2020). Consequently, non-

Introduction
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EREP]WMW� GER� FI� YWIH�� JSV� I\EQTPI�� XS� ƼRH� SYX� [L]�
protective measures are repeatedly disregarded when 
dealing with toxic chemicals: Women, especially those 
from developing countries, are less likely to be able to 
EJJSVH�ETTVSTVMEXIP]�ƼXXMRK�TVSXIGXMZI�GPSXLMRK�XLER�XLIMV�
male colleagues (if it is available at all) (OWD, 2006). 
Men, on the other hand, often believe that wearing 
protective clothing is unnecessary and indicates a 
level of weakness, and tend to use risky behaviour and 
dangerous practices in order to improve their status in 
a group (Andrade-Rivas and Rother, 2015). 

Gender Inequalities in Chemistry

Even though these gender dimensions cause inequalities 
that have negative impacts on human health and the 
environment and a gender perspective might reveal better 
WSPYXMSRW��WTIGMƼG�ERH�[MHIWTVIEH�ORS[PIHKI�SR�KIRHIVIH�
ways of exposure and differentiated and long-term effects 
of chemicals on women and men as well as comprehensive 
consideration of gender in the chemicals management is 
still lacking in politics, sciences and industry. Consequently, 
the chemistry sector is mostly gender blind (see also MSP 
Institute, 2021): 

For example, in chemical science and product development, 
there are huge research gaps on gender and its interlinkages 
in toxicology and risk assessments. Biological differences 
HS� RSX� ƼRH� WYƾGMIRX� GSRWMHIVEXMSR�� XLI� [LMXI� QEPI� FSH]�
still being used as the general prototype (IPEN and SAICM, 
2020).

8LI� ƼIPH� SJ� SGGYTEXMSREP� WEJIX]� ERH� LIEPXL� MW� WXVSRKP]�
marked by social gender differences. Men tend to work 
in high-risk industries and suffer from more short-term 
FYX� EGYXI� I\TSWYVI� [MXL� WMKRMƼGERX� LIEPXL� SV� IZIR� JEXEP�
consequences. On the contrary, typical “women’s jobs” mean 
more indirect and long-term exposure, which is presumed 
to be less hazardous and often receives less attention in 
terms of protection measures. Consequently, women’s 
occupational diseases are under-diagnosed, under-reported 
and under-compensated (ILO, 2021).

In chemicals management, women are underrepresented 
at all levels of political and industry leadership. Women’s 
concerns, capacities and capacity gaps, as well as 
proposals are often overlooked in project design and 

implementation activities. The same applies to innovations 
and opportunities for being agents of change: women’s 
WTIGMƼG� I\TIVMIRGIW�� I\TIVXMWI� ERH� JIQMRMWX� TIVWTIGXMZIW�
are often not acknowledged, structural barriers and less 
funding for women’s businesses and start-ups continue to 
be the norm, and due to the masculine image of chemistry, 
women and girls still face discrimination in the discipline 
(Royal Society of Chemistry, 2018; ISC3, 2020). 

Gender and Sustainable Chemistry

In order to use chemistry as an important driver towards 
sustainable development, holistic approaches are needed, 
which consider the economic, environmental and social 
dimensions of sustainability, including gender (ISC3, 
2021; Hemmati and Bach, 2017). One essential aspect 
of strengthening decision-making and actions related to 
chemicals is gender mainstreaming. Gender mainstreaming 
is the internationally agreed strategy for implementing 
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 5: gender equality 
(UN Women, 2020). Additionally, gender mainstreaming 
is a cross-cutting task for the whole of society, and hence 
VIƽIGXIH� MR� WIZIVEP� SXLIV� 7(+W� MR� XLI� ����� %KIRHE� JSV�
Sustainable Development (UN Women, 2018), a fact that 
underlines further that we need sustainable chemistry 
and gender mainstreaming in order to achieve sustainable 
development. Furthermore, due to the aforementioned 
interconnections of gender and chemicals, we conclude that 
there is no sustainable chemistry without gender equality 
and no gender equality without sustainable chemistry. 

But what would a gender-just and sustainable chemistry 
look like? Three criteria seem important: 

1. no gender suffers from toxic chemicals nor from
structural inequalities in chemicals production,
chemicals use, or chemicals policy;

2. all gender are seen as agents of change and can take
leadership roles in the chemistry sector;  and

3. EPP�KIRHIV�FIRIƼX�IUYEPP]�JVSQ�WYWXEMREFPI�GLIQMWXV]�
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How can industry realize such a vision of a gender-just and 
sustainable chemistry? 

Gender experts differentiate between various forms of 
gender integration into project management: 1) individual 
gender-activities, mostly with a focus on empowering 
women and girls; 2) gender-sensitive project management 
that takes gender roles and the diverse needs of all gender 
into account so that projects contribute to gender equality 
in their respective project thematic contexts; and 3) gender-
responsive project management by which the project aims 
to change structures of gender inequality in our societies 
and to transform gender relations. 

This differentiation is similar to the differentiation of 
sustainability management: 1) Corporate Citizenship stands 
for individual, additive and external measures mainly with the 
focus on a single issue; 2) Corporate Social Responsibility 
describes internal and external measures accompanying 
the core business and focusing primary on transparent 
GSQQYRMGEXMSR�ERH�WSGMEP�FIRIƼXW�JSV�IQTPS]IIW�� �ERH���

Corporate Sustainability includes the sustainable design of 
the core business, a rethinking of the business strategy and 
contribution to structural changes in economy and society 
(Schaltegger, 2011).

By combining both approaches we can identify strategies 
for integrating gender in sustainably management (see 
ƼKYVI� ��� �� MRHMZMHYEP� KIRHIV� EGXMZMXMIW� GER� FI� HIWGVMFIH�
as a part of Corporate Citizenship and focus mostly on 
external actions for the empowerment of women and girls 
independent from core business, e.g. the sponsoring of a 
women’s charity run; 2) gender-sensitive management can 
be part of the Corporate Social Responsibility approach and 
describes internal and external measures regarding gender 
with a focus on human resources development and gender-
sensitive communication, e.g. the use of gender-sensitive 
language and women’s quota for leadership positions and 
a considerate handling of the dilemma of health protection 
and employability of pregnant and breast-feeding women; 
and 3) gender-responsive management might be part of 
Corporate Sustainability and describes the approach of 

Figure 1: The Integration of Gender and Sustainability Management Approaches (own representation based on Schaltegger, 2011).

Gender and Sustainability Management
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developing a gender-mainstreaming strategy that includes 
the gender-responsive design of the core business as well 
as contributions to structural changes in economy and 
society for gender equality, e.g. the collecting and open 
access publishing of gender-disaggregated health data for 
the support of gender medicine.

Gender-responsive Management for 
Sustainable Chemistry 
The Corporate Citizenship approach and gender activities 
independent from core business are not used widely 
(anymore) in the chemicals industry as they might pose 
a reputational risk for the chemicals industry. In fact, the 
term “pinkwashing” originates from criticism against US 
cosmetic and pharmaceutical companies that advertised 
their products with pink ribbons, the symbol of commitment 
against breast cancer, even though others among their 
products were suspected of causing cancer (Selleck, 2010).  
Instead, the approach of gender-sensitive management and 
Corporate Social Responsibility seems to be used more 
widely: chemical companies set themselves higher targets 
for the proportion of women in leadership positions, support 
ƽI\MFPI� [SVOMRK� GSRHMXMSRW� ERH� MRXIVREP� 0+&85-�� WXEJJ�
networks or use gender-sensitive language and the hashtag 
#chemequality. 

In our view, these are initial, and promising steps towards 
gender equality, but they are not enough: a recent study on 
equal opportunities for women and men by the Association 
of Executives in the German Chemical Industry (VAA) shows 
that only 44 per cent of all respondents experience equal 
opportunities as part of their company's philosophy, and 
XLIVI�EVI�WMKRMƼGERXP]�HMJJIVIRX�KIRHIV�TIVWTIGXMZIW��SRP]����
per cent of the women stated this, compared to 51 per cent of 
the men (VAA, 2020). In addition, the issue of gender equality 
is increasingly important for young professionals (e.g. the 
jungchemikerforum in Germany was hosting a series of 
online diversity talks focussing among others on women 
MR� GLIQMWXV]� ERH� 0+&85�� WYTTSVX� 
� KIRHIV� GSRWYPXMRK� MR�
Nov 2021) and, as part of social sustainability, the issue 
could become more important as a selection criterion when 
choosing an employer. 

Therefore, gender-responsive management seems essential 
and promising for sustainable chemistry, but what might 
that look like? From our perspective, gender-responsive 
management for sustainable chemistry means that the 

three key criteria of a gender-just and sustainable chemistry 
mentioned above are mainstreamed into all of the company 
structures and processes, taking into account all internal and 
external stakeholders: employees, the planet and society as 
[IPP�EW�GYWXSQIVW��S[RIVW�ERH�TEVXRIVW��WII�ƼKYVI����

For employees, gender-responsive management might 
QIER�XLEX�XLIVI�MW�KIRHIV�FEPERGI�MR�XLI�[SVOJSVGI��ƽI\MFPI�
working arrangements and transparent and equal pay. 
Additionally, regular gender and diversity training are offered, 
the company has strict non-discrimination policies and 
strives for a gender-sensitive communication culture and 
gender-sensitive occupation safety measures. 

Gender-responsive management for sustainable chemistry 
might also contribute to the health of our planet and society 
with strong company commitments to human rights, gender 
equality and diversity, the use of gender-sensitive language in 
external communication and no use of gender stereotypes. 
The support of women in STEM and legal frameworks, policy 
processes and initiatives for sustainability and equality 
might be additional contributions to structural changes in 
economy and society. 

As said before, gender considerations regarding employees 
and/or the planet or society are already in the focus of gender-
sensitive management. Gender-responsive management 
would go beyond that and also consider gender issues 
regarding costumers, owners and partners:  

For costumers, gender-responsive management might 
mean that a company uses gender-sensitive marketing 
strategies, is aware of and responding to gender-differences 
in consumer behaviour and product use as well as gender 
differences in potential health impacts of the products, and 
collects and publishes gender-disaggregated consumer and 
health data. 

For business owners and partners, gender-responsive 
management for sustainable chemistry might mean that 
S[RIVWLMT� ERH� TVSƼX� MW� KIRHIV�FEPERGIH�� MRZIWXQIRXW� MR�
sustainability and gender mainstreaming strategies are the 
norm, and that human rights and gender equality are being 
standardized in the supply chain. 
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Conclusion

Gender inequalities are omnipresent in our societies, and 
their complex multidimensionality also permeates the 
world of chemistry, e.g. in occupational safety, academic 
career paths and consumption choices. Negative but often 
avoidable effects of chemicals on human health and the 
environment are the result. The chemical industry should 
step up its efforts, take more responsibility and contribute 
to the necessary transformation towards sustainable 
development in whatever way it can. The implementation 
of gender-responsive management as an integral part of 
sustainability management is essential for sustainable 
chemistry and offers a promising path for the chemical 
sector, especially for small and medium-sized companies, to 
deal with its interconnection to gender issues, to sell good 
products and to contribute to a healthy planet and society.

With this commentary, we hope to stimulate further research 
and discussions on gender within the chemical industry and 
would welcome exchange with interested readers.
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1 Introduction

Lithium ion batteries (LIBs) are used in modern day portable 
consumer electronics like laptops, smartphones or tablets 
HYI� XS� XLIMV� LMKL� IRIVK]� HIRWMX]� ERH� LMKL� WTIGMƼG� IRIVK]��
Furthermore, as the most interesting battery technology for 
pure and hybrid electric vehicles, they offer a widespread 
applicability for private and industrial processes. In 
addition, the increasing energy consumption, due to the 
world population growth and the depletion of fossil-fuel 
resources lead to a strong demand for more renewable 
energy sources. However, many renewable energy sources 
produce electricity very unsteadily. To compensate these 
ƽYGXYEXMSRW�� IRIVK]� WXSVEKI� WSPYXMSRW� EVI� RIIHIH� [LMGL�
is another important application of LIBs. Overall, this is 
directly related to the recycling of LIBs and the respective 
components and materials. However, the recycling of lithium 
ion batteries is still under development and has not reached 
its full potential so far. The complexity of the batteries with 
varying chemistries interferes with the development of 
a single robust recycling procedure for all kinds of LIBs. 
Furthermore, the next generations of batteries will further 
increase the diversity of cell chemistries and components. 
Therefore, the current processes and technologies needs to 
be further investigated and adapted to handle the upcoming 
stream of new batteries.

2 Current State of the Art – 
Regulations and Economic Aspects

Legislative and economic aspects mainly drive the recycling 
of LIBs. The legislative aspect is encouraged on the one 
hand due to hazardous battery components that can pose 
a threat for the environment and human health if released. 
On the other hand, mass homogenization for a functioning 

European market, exclusion of market distortions as well 
as independence from mining sites and countries is also of 
great importance. Present regulations include the Battery 
Directive (Directive 2006/66/EC) and the Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive (Directive 2012/19/
)9�� 8LIWI� VIKYPEXMSRW� EVI� TVIGMWIP]� HIƼRIH� XEVKIXW� JSV�
GSPPIGXMSR� VEXIW� ERH� VIG]GPMRK� IƾGMIRGMIW�� 8LI� HMVIGXMZIW�
also set disposal responsibilities and safety requirements. 
Therefore, government authorities can and should contribute 
to the establishment of an effective circular economy. The 
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR), an important 
GSRGITX� JSV� VIG]GPMRK�� MW� EPWS� HIƼRIH� F]� XLIWI� KYMHIPMRIW��
Due to the EPR, the physical (e.g. collection, handling and 
VIG]GPMRK�ERH�ƼRERGMEP� VIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW� �I�K�� MRXIVREPM^EXMSR�
of the related cost and incorporation to the prices) are 
distinguished and assigned for the treatment of spent LIBs. 
According to the EPR, the costs for collection, treatment, 
VIG]GPMRK� ERH� HMWTSWEP� QYWX� FI� ƼRERGIH� F]� XLI� FEXXIV]�
producers. Furthermore, they are obligated to take back 
portable, automotive and industrial batteries free of charge. 
Industrial, automotive and collected portable waste batteries 
must undergo a treatment and recycling using the best 
available techniques to protect health and the environment 
FIJSVI�VIWMHYEP�GSQTSYRHW�GER�FI�PERHƼPPIH�SV�MRGMRIVEXIH��
The directives also set minimum collection targets and 
VIG]GPMRK�IƾGMIRGMIW�JSV�QIQFIV�WXEXIW��8LI�GSPPIGXMSR�VEXI�
is calculated by dividing the mass of portable waste batteries 
collected in one year by the average annual mass of portable 
batteries placed on the market in the previous three years. 
The minimum collection rates were set at 25 % by 2012 and 
45 % by 2016 (Neumann et al., 2022). These directives were 
evaluated regarding their effectiveness showing that only 
14 member states could achieve the 45 % goal in 2016 and 
over 50 % of the portables batteries were not collected in 
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the mentioned period. However, the targets were considered 
MRWYƾGMIRX�� WMRGI� SRP]� TSVXEFPI� FEXXIVMIW� [IVI� GSRWMHIVIH�
and the varying lifetimes for different battery types were 
neglected. In 2020, as a part of the green deal of the EU, 
a replacement of the Battery Directive was proposed. New 
collection targets for portable batteries, which now include 
light means of transport e.g. E—bikes/E-scooters, were set: 
45 % by 2023, 65 % by 2025 and 70 % by 2030. Nevertheless, 
targets for LIBs from EV are still missing; however, the 
legal framework was established. The overall weight of the 
recycled LIBs was raised as well as single targets were set 
for several materials, including lithium. This refers directly 
to the economic part of the recycling due to the price of the 
different constituents. The transition metals, but also lithium 
and graphite are considered bottleneck materials for LIB 
production. However, graphite is so far not included in the 
target materials and should be mandatory implemented in 
further revisions of the Directive. In average, state-of-the-
art high-energy LIBs normally contain 5 %–20 % cobalt 
(Co), 5 %–10 % nickel (Ni), 5 %–7 % lithium (Li), 5 %–10 % 
other metals (copper (Cu), aluminium (Al), iron (Fe), etc.), 
15 % organic compounds, and 7 % plastic (Ordonez et al., 
������ 8S� QE\MQM^I� XLI� SZIVEPP� 0-&� VIG]GPMRK� IƾGMIRG]�
the recovery of none of these materials can be neglected. 
In addition, the European Commission should include a 
uniform labelling with information about the manufacturer, 
date of manufacture, date of market introduction, battery 
type, battery model, chemistry, hazardous substances, 
carbon footprint, recovered materials, and critical raw 
materials. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of battery types 
available on the market could be managed by implementing 
a battery passport which should provide all necessary 
information (Neumann et al., 2022). To overcome the issues, 
the legislative should not only include targets but also 
encourage to achieve them by establishing even a system of 
penalties in the worst case.

3 New Chemistries, new 
Challenges 

Overall, recycling processes are the only option to re-
introduce spent batteries and their components into 
the economic cycle, reducing the need for primary raw 
materials and promoting an improved acceptance of pure 
and hybrid electric vehicles and other battery electric 
transportation applications. However, a LIB is composed 
of several components: typically a graphite based anode, 

a lithium transition metal oxide cathode and an electrolyte 
WSEOIH� TSP]SPIƼR�FEWIH� WITEVEXSV� XLEX� MW� TPEGIH� FIX[IIR�
anode and cathode. Furthermore, while around 2005 only 
one cell chemistry was applied (lithium cobalt oxide, LCO), 
nowadays several different cathode materials such as 
varying stoichiometries of lithium nickel manganese cobalt 
oxides (NMC) or materials like lithium nickel cobalt aluminum 
oxides (NCA) or lithium iron phosphate (LFP) are applied. 
Additionally, mixed streams of materials are caused due to 
the differences in the lifetime depending on the application, 
e.g. cell phones 2 years, other consumer electronics 3-4
years and electric vehicles 10 years or more. This complexity 
and diversity offers quite a challenge for the recycling of
LIBs. Nevertheless, recycling processes are already applied
to handle the rising stream of spent cells. Nowadays, mostly 
pyro- and hydrometallurgical processes, or a combination
of both, are established to deal with the current cell
chemistries. However, so far, a completely closed loop was
not achieved. A major obstacle to a completely closed loop
are the high requirements for the purity of battery materials.
After recycling, LIB materials are often used for other
applications not requiring very high purities. In addition to
this so-called downcycling, the recovery of low-cost battery
materials is another obstacle for high recycling rates in a
closed loop. Components like the binder, the anode or the
electrolyte which contains for example lithium, are mostly
not recovered but have recently gathered more attention.
With this in mind, the development of future generation
materials will intensify this situation. In comparison to the
numerous reports in literature about the recycling of LIBs
(whether as a pilot process or new processes for single
components), nearly no reports or industrial activities can
be found with regard to the upcoming cell chemistries.
Therefore, an early consideration of possible recycling
methods for these types of upcoming batteries is important. 
One development, the application of Li-metal electrodes will
introduce much higher contents of lithium into the system
WS�XLEX�QYGL�LMKLIV�VIG]GPMRK�IƾGMIRGMIW�JSV�PMXLMYQ�[MPP�FI
needed. During pyrometallurgy, lithium normally ends up
MR�E�WPEK��WS� VIƼRIQIRX�F]�L]HVSQIXEPPYVK]�[MPP�KEMR�QSVI
and more importance. But because of the higher energy
densities and reactivity, another challenge not only for the
actual recycling but also for the handling, transportation
and storage of spent Li-metal batteries arises. In this regard,
a deactivation of the Li-metal batteries as an early step of
the recycling procedure, e.g. by extraction of the metallic
lithium would increase safety and it would allow for a
subsequent transportation of the deactivated batteries.
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Especially in case of damaged batteries with an unclear 
hazard potential, long transport routes should be avoided, 
which could be achieved by a decentralized distribution of 
small deactivation facilities. A promising candidate for a 
future battery generation is the lithium sulfur battery. For the 
recycling of lithium sulfur batteries, most of the technical 
challenges are attributed to their metallic lithium anodes. 
However, toxic gases like H2S can be formed when the 
compounds inside a lithium sulfur battery get in contact 
with moisture, which can further complicate the recycling of 
future batteries. In comparison, less safety concerns need 
to be addressed when dealing with all-solid-state batteries 
�%77&W��,S[IZIV��QIGLERMGEP�LERHPMRK�[MPP�FI�QSVI�HMƾGYPX�
compared to current state-of-the-art batteries. Furthermore, 
due to the introduction of new chemical compositions the 
hydrometallurgy will be affected as well. There is also a 
variety of non-Li chemistries including batteries based on 
sodium, zinc, magnesium or calcium currently investigated. 
The main motivation is the development of new batteries 
based on naturally abundant elements. Among those non-Li 
batteries, sodium-ion battery technology is most similar to 
commercial LIBs. From a recycling point of view, however, 
battery chemistries with low-cost elements such as sodium 
or sulfur are accompanied with little economical interest for 
the recycling industry. Therefore, the recycling of the new 
batteries in general needs to be supported by legislation with 
WTIGMƼG�VIKYPEXMSRW�JSV�XLI�IƾGMIRG]�SJ�XLI�RI[�TVSGIWWIW�
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As a former employee of one of the largest chemical 
companies, I had the chance to learn about the true impact 
and the importance of chemistry in all different aspects of 
our modern life. I truly believe that chemistry is at least part 
of the answer to all our global challenges. Climate change, 
mobility, sustainable construction, sustainable agriculture, 
health, nutrition and last, but not least, the conversion to a 
circular economy. All major challenges of the next decades 
depend on innovative solutions from the chemical value 
chains (Deloitte and VCI, 2017).

As much as I am convinced, that the importance of real 
break-through innovation is understood and desired by the 
chemical industry and its key actors, I have some doubts 
about the magnitude and the speed of innovation in well-
established corporations. I do not perceive the corporates of 
the chemical industry as worse than other corporates in other 
industries, but corporate culture (“bureaucracy”), short-term 
ƼRERGMEP� XEVKIXW�� ERH� E� LYKI� MQTEGX� SJ� TEXL� HITIRHIRG]�
have proven to be solid roadblocks for real break-through 
in the past. It might not be considered too pessimistic, if 
you do not believe the speed and impact of innovation will 
increase drastically in the next couple of years, especially in 
a tougher economic environment. Unfortunately, this drastic 
increase in speed and impact of innovation is necessary.

I do not want to repeat the well-known reasons, why a 
strong start-up ecosystem will lead to more and more 
impactful innovation (see e.g. Christensen, 1997). So far, I 
am not aware of any reasons, why this should not also be 
XVYI�JSV�WXEVX�YTW�MR�XLI�ƼIPH�SJ�GLIQMWXV]��,S[IZIV��HIWTMXI�
the obvious connections between the need for more break-
through innovation in the chemical industry and the fact that 
a strong start-up ecosystem offers the highest likelihood 
of delivering break-through innovation, chemistry start-ups 
have not really been very much in the spotlight.

*MVWX�� XLMW� MW� E� TVSFPIQ� SJ� HIƼRMXMSR�� [LEX� MW� E� GLIQMWXV]�
start-up? 

There are so many ways to categorize start-ups and 
GLIQMWXV]� MW� UYMXI� E� FVSEH� XIGLRSPSK]� ƼIPH� [MXL� QER]�
HMJJIVIRX� ETTPMGEXMSRW� MR� RIEVP]� EPP� MRHYWXVMIW�� %X�,MKL�8IGL�
Gründerfonds we categorize around 4-5% of all relevant high-
XIGL�GSQTERMIW�MR�SYV�HIEP�ƽS[��GSQTERMIW�[I�XEOI�E�GPSWIV�
look at) as “chemistry or material science start-ups”. Each 
]IEV��[I�VIGIMZI�FIX[IIR����ERH����WIIH�ƼRERGMRK�VIUYIWXW�
from technology companies, which we internally classify as 
“chemistry or material science start-ups” in a broader sense. 
8LIWI�RYQFIVW�WXVSRKP]�GSVVIPEXI�[MXL�SXLIV�WSYVGIW��I�K���
in the public database of the Forum Start-Up Chemie, you 
[MPP�ƼRH�GSVVIWTSRHMRK�RYQFIVW1��'SQTEVIH�XS�SXLIV�ƼIPHW�
like biotechnology, especially in drug development, or IT, 
chemistry start-ups have also never been a focus for venture 
capital investors. 

During the so-called “clean tech boom” between the early 
2000s and 2010, a lot of the companies, that were labeled 
as clean tech, have actually been chemistry or material 
WGMIRGI�WXEVX�YTW��IWTIGMEPP]� MR�XLI�ƼIPH�SJ�VIRI[EFPI�JYIPW�
and materials. Unfortunately, most of these clean tech 
investments of the past can be considered as a failure 
and a lot of venture capital investments have been lost in 
XLMW�ƼIPH��I�K���)MPTIVMR��������3[IR��������ZER�0MIVST�������
Temple, 2020). Unfortunately, this history of unsuccessful 
investments has increased the hurdles for all investors 
raising money for new venture capital funds in this area – 
including chemistry or material sciences. 

&IWMHIW�XLI�HMƾGYPXMIW� MR�GVIEXMRK�WTIGMƼG�JYRHW��XLIVI�EVI�
X[S�QEMR�VIEWSRW�[L]�ƼRERGMRK�GLIQMWXV]�WXEVX�YTW�MW�WXMPP�
GLEPPIRKMRK� MR� QER]� GEWIW�� FYMPHMRK� E� VIPIZERX� GLIQMGEP�
production facility (world-scale plant) is very expensive and 
venture capital investors usually do not like investment in 

https://forum-startup-chemie.de/startup.html
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physical assets (“bricks and stones” or here more accurately 
ƈWXIIP�ERH�TVSGIWWMRK�IUYMTQIRXƉ��3RGI�]SY�LEZI�XLMW�LYKI�
plant running at full capacity, you need to invest again to 
build another plant. This takes a lot of time and does not 
really scale well at least not in the sense of a VC investor.

Based on my own experience working in different roles 
within the chemical industry as well as searching and 
IZEPYEXMRK�GLIQMWXV]� WXEVX�YTW�EW�E� WIIH�MRZIWXSV� EX�,MKL�
Tech Gründerfonds, I would like to share three aspects, that 
I perceive as important to consider carefully to improve the 
likelihood of success for building more chemistry start-ups.

1 Following the “bio-pharma 
example”

Any bio-pharmaceutical start-up that is pitching to an 
investor and claims to be able to develop, go through all 
stages of approval until the patient, to produce and to sell 
their innovation totally on their own, without any strategic 
partners from the pharmaceutical industry will have a very 
hard time to convince most investors. 

Why do many founders as well as investors think, this all can 
be done by a chemistry start-up? 

3J� GSYVWI�� -� EQ� E[EVI� SJ� XLI� GLEPPIRKIW� ERH� GSWXW� XS�
go through all stages of approval and registration of a 
pharmaceutical drug and how this is different to develop 
e.g., a new polymer for sustainable packaging – but I think 
the analogy is still valid enough. 

So why not copy the successful cooperation model that has 
been established in the pharmaceutical value chain in the 
last three decades?

8LI� WXEVX�YTW� WLSYPH� JSGYW� SR� [LEX� XLI]� GER� HS� FIWX�� XS�
innovate quickly and to adapt to the market and to develop 
a new product, that is really needed without being stopped 
by any kind of established solution or organizational path 
dependencies.

3RGI�XLI�TVSHYGX�HIZIPSTQIRX�LEW�VIEGLIH�E�GIVXEMR�WXEKI�
(about which stage exactly can be argued - for sure), the 
product should be moved into an “established production set-
YTƉ��3J�GSYVWI��-�EQ�E[EVI�SJ�EPP�PMQMXEXMSRW�ERH�GLEPPIRKIW�
SJ� WTIGMƼG� TVSGIWW� VIUYMVIQIRXW�� VE[�QEXIVMEP� EZEMPEFMPMX]��
regulatory approvals for productions, etc.

There might be requirements for investment, even to enable 
just a small scale – not yet industrial or commercially viable 
TVSHYGXMSR�� ,S[IZIV�� EX� PIEWX� EPP� EHHMXMSREP� MRJVEWXVYGXYVI�
will be available and economies of scale for logistics can 
be utilized. Negotiating such kind of deal with a strategic 
partner from the chemical industry will require a certain level 
of openness and understanding of the start-up ecosystem. 
3J�GSYVWI��XLI�YWYEP�GSWX�EPPSGEXMSR�QIGLERMWQW�JSV�GSWXW�SJ�
KIRIVEP�WMXI�WIVZMGIW�ERH�YXMPMXMIW�PMOI�XLI�WMXI�ƼVI�HITEVXQIRX�
in chemical parks must not be applied here.

3RGI� XLI�ƼREP�TVSSJ�SJ�GSRGITX� MW�HSRI�ERH� XLI�RI\X� PIZIP�
SJ�E�WMKRMƼGERX� MRZIWXQIRX� MRXS� MRHYWXVMEP�WGEPI�TVSHYGXMSR�
assets is necessary, the potential value of the innovation 
must be big enough to enable either the set-up of a joint-
venture with an established partner or to completely license 
the technology out directly.

This is usually the point in time when chemistry start-ups get 
in big trouble to raise huge rounds of several tens of millions 
SJ�IYVSW�� NYWX�XS�FYMPH�ERH�STIVEXI�SRI�ƼVWX� MRHYWXVMEP�WGEPI�
TPERX��*VSQ�ER�MRZIWXSVƄW�TSMRX�SJ�ZMI[�� MX� MW�ZIV]�HMƾGYPX�XS�
NYWXMJ]�E�VIEWSREFPI��:'�VIXYVR�SR�MRZIWX��63-�ERH�YWYEPP]��
it will be very hard for any kind of start-up team to build and 
operate an industrial scale plant economically. 

,IVI��XLI�GSSTIVEXMSR�[MXL�E�TEVXRIV��[LS�MW�EPVIEH]�VYRRMRK�
several chemical plants on an established infrastructure 
with all economies of scale of operations, maintenance, 
logistics, etc. will save a lot of money and deliver a higher 
return on investment for all parties involved – the founders, 
the investors, and the strategic partner. 

3RGI� XLMW� MW� HSRI� WYGGIWWJYPP]�� XLI� WEQI� TVSGIWW� GER� FI�
repeated in other parts of the world with the same or other 
partners as well – creating a lot of additional value via the 
desired scaling. What might sound too easy here, is for sure 
very tough to realize. 

I think there are three main requirements to open this way 
SJ�WXVEXIKMG�GSSTIVEXMSR�SV�PMGIRWMRK�JSV�GLIQMWXV]�WXEVX�YTW�

1. The value of the innovation must be high enough to 
IREFPI�E�WYƾGMIRX�QEVKMR�WTPMX��,IVI�EKEMR��XLI�UYIWXMSR�
is, how much margin is required by which partner and 
how much volume can be sold to justify even lower 
margins per kg?
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2. The intellectual property (IP) must be very 
comprehensive, global IP and absolutely “tight”. The 
start-up needs to prepare for the partnering option since 
day one – the same way as all good bio-pharmaceutical 
start-ups are doing it. The patent portfolio must include 
a product as well as process patents as well as ideally 
also some application patents, so enough resources 
RIIH�XS�FI�FYHKIXIH�XS�IRWYVI�XLMW�-4�GER�FI�WYƾGMIRXP]�
created with the right partners. 

3. The preparations for the negotiations with the right 
partners will require some time, even a few years, I 
guess. First, the right potential partners need to be 
MHIRXMƼIH� �QSVI� XLER� SRI�� SJ� GSYVWI�� XLI� I\MWXMRK�
production infrastructure of these partners needs to be 
understood (at least a basic understanding) and then all 
these options need to be included in the development 
SJ� XLI� S[R� TVSGIWW�� 3J� GSYVWI�� XLMW� [MPP� EPWS� GVIEXI�
additional complexity and costs, but in the end, all this 
might be of incredible value once you have reached the 
level of negotiation with any kind of industry partner.  

Again – I know, this is a highly complex topic even in theory 
ERH�MX�QMKLX�RSX�[SVO�MR�QSWX�GEWIW��,S[IZIV��-�XLMRO�XLIVI�
are enough chemistry start-ups, that should consider this 
strategy and discuss it with their investors during the earlies 
stages already! 

And quite recently, I have learned about some interesting 
examples, where service providers for infrastructure/
chemical production sites are starting to become more 
active in the start-up ecosystem, either directly as an 
investor or as a network partner and sponsor of supporting 
activities.2

  
,STIJYPP]�� [I� [MPP� WII� KVS[MRK� FYWMRIWW� STTSVXYRMXMIW� JSV�
WTIGMEPM^IH�WIVZMGI�TVSZMHIVW�[LS�GER�LIPT�XS�ƼPP�XLI�I\MWXMRK�
gaps with their knowledge, their services, and their facilities 
JSV� XLI� GLIQMGEP� ZEPYI� GLEMR� MR� XLI� JYXYVI�� 0SSOMRK� EX� XLI�
highly specialized ecosystem supporting drug-development 
activities that has developed over the last two or even three
decades, I know it will take some time, but just a few contract 
HIZIPSTQIRX�ERH�QERYJEGXYVMRK�SVKERM^EXMSRW�MR�XLI�ƼIPH�SJ�
chemistry could really make a huge difference for chemistry 
start-ups.   

2 The business case

When you are pitching as a material science or chemistry 
start-up to any kind of investor, you will hear a lot of questions 
PMOI�

 � “Can this material be produced at competitive costs/
sold at competitive prices?”

 � ƈ0SRK�XIVQ�&�&�GYWXSQIVW�[MPP�RSX�EGGITX�E�TVIQMYQ�
compared to the existing solutions”

 � ƈ,S[� HS� ]SY� IRWYVI� XLI� VE[� QEXIVMEP� GSWXW� [MPP� FI�
competitive in the future?” 

These questions might often be perceived as a kind of 
“torture” and to be honest, they are also some of my favorite 
questions.

But to be fair – there are huge limitations to any kind of 
answer you can give or receive. 

Please do not get me wrong here, it is absolutely crucial to 
understand the potential cost structure of any kind of product 
that you want to bring into the market in the future and of 
course, economies of scale, as well as realistic alternatives 
for own as well as for competing solutions.

,S[IZIV�� VE[� QEXIVMEP� TVMGIW� EVI� ZSPEXMPI� ERH� WSQIXMQIW�
(often?) driven by unexpected developments. I have seen 
projects being killed because of a high oil price as well as 
because of a low oil price. And I have seen projects failing 
that showed a very competitive price during the initial 
evaluation when they were started but just due to unforeseen 
developments the product was totally uncompetitive when 
XLI�TVSHYGX�[EW�ƼREPP]�EZEMPEFPI��

2S[EHE]W��]SY�EPWS�RIIH�XS�GSRWMHIV�TSXIRXMEP�'3��TVMGIW��
GVE^]� ƽYGXYEXMRK� IRIVK]� TVMGIW� �ZIV]� VIGIRXP]#�� QSVI�
and more government interference, potential trade policy 
impacts, etc., so investing in chemistry start-ups might get 
even more complicated for some investors.
8S�QEOI�E�PSRK�WXSV]�WLSVX��]IW��E�ZIV]�HIXEMPIH�YRHIVWXERHMRK�

² Two examples of this kind of activities are Brightland Venture Partners in the Netherlands 
(https://brightlandsventurepartners.com/about-us/) or ChemstarsNRW (https://chemstars.nrw/)

https://brightlandsventurepartners.com/about-us/
https://chemstars.nrw/
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of raw material costs, the main cost drivers for the production 
process, economies of scale and the alternative solutions 
is crucial, but I do not necessarily need a “yes – that is a 
competitive price already today – all problems solved” 
business case as a basis to start detailed due diligence.�
0SSOMRK�EX�XLI�TSXIRXMEP�FIRIƼXW��XLI�HMJJIVIRXMEXMSR�TSXIRXMEP�
of the new solution is, for sure, as important to determine 
the potential value of innovation. Unfortunately, to do so 
is as complicated as guessing the raw material prices for 
GIVXEMR�QEXIVMEPW�MR�ƼZI�XS�XIR�]IEVW�JVSQ�RS[�

To make this aspect even more complicated, the products 
of chemistry start-ups can usually be used in more than 
one application and often in even more than one industry. 
So, evaluating a potential value leading to a certain price 
premium compared to currently existing solutions based 
on additional features, cost savings or customer requests 
requires a lot of “industry insides”. 

My past experience has taught me, that it is really important 
XS�ƼRH�EX�PIEWX�XLVII��X[S�QMKLX�RSX�FI�IRSYKL�MR�XLI�PSRK�
term) generally desired “features” and not to be caught 
YT� XSS� QYGL� MR� ZIV]� VIGIRX� XVIRHW� SV� WTIGMƼG�GYWXSQIV�
requests, that might end up being unique or depending on 
a certain individual process or even worse some individual 
decision makers. 

3 Last but not least – stating the 
obvious: “the team”

As much as this is important for any start-up, this is also 
important for any chemistry start-up, but of course, with 
WSQI�WTIGMƼG�EWTIGXW�XS�GSRWMHIV��

All investors want a great and well-balanced team, that has 
some experience (or at least some prospect) to cover all 
challenges, that can be foreseen along the way. 

,S[IZIV�� FIWMHIW� XLI� RSVQEP� VSPIW� ERH� VIUYMVIQIRXW� XLEX�
RIIH� XS� FI� ƼPPIH��E� GLIQMWXV]� WXEVX�YT� MHIEPP]� WLSYPH� EPWS�
GSZIV�X[S�QSVI�EWTIGXW��[LMPI�XLIVI�MW�YWYEPP]�EX�PIEWX�SRI�
chemist in the team (otherwise who will do the development 
work in the lab?), I consider chemical process engineering 
and or manufacturing expertise as equally important.

 

3XLIV� MRZIWXSVW� QMKLX� EVKYI� XLEX� XLMW� VSPI� MW� RSX� ]IX�
RIIHIH� EX� E� ZIV]� IEVP]� WXEKI�� FYX�Q]� TIVWSREP� I\TIVMIRGI�
LEW� XEYKLX� QI�� XLEX� TVSHYGX� ERH� TVSGIWW� HIZIPSTQIRX�
RIIH� XS� be aligned as early as possible and any process 
engineer NSMRMRK� PEXIV�� LEW� QYGL� PIWW� MRJPYIRGI� SR� XLMW�
WYTIV�GVYGMEP�aspect of the company´s key asset.

I know, that adding a great (not just any) chemical 
engineer will cost more in the beginning, but I am sure, this 
money as well invested as the company will avoid a lot of 
expensive mistakes that might also take a lot of time to be 
solved later.

In case any start-up is considering following a “partnership/
licensing model” as suggested earlier, the process 
engineer will even be more important as the 
responsible team member to understand existing 
production options and their impact on the own 
development.

8LI� WIGSRH� VSPI� XS� FI� JMPPIH�ZIV]� IEVP]� �FYX�QE]FI� RSX� EW�
early as the process engineer) is a sales professional, 
ideally experienced in at least two of the most likely 
customer industries. Selling chemical products into 
construction, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, agricultural, 
automotive, or consumer goods industries requires 
credibility, deep understanding of the customer industries 
processes, needs and pricing strategies.

Unfortunately, most start-ups (and or investors) are 
reluctant to hire a salesperson as long as there is nothing 
to sell – what a waste of money…

I think, valuable (honest and realistic) customer 
feedback about requirements, pricing and long-term 
demand is worth hiring an expert to get this as early as 
possible. Usually, these experienced experts can easily 
utilize their network to PIEVR��[LEX�SXLIVW�QMKLX�RIZIV� JMRH�
SYX� ERH� EW� ER� MRZIWXSV�� -�also want to know more about 
“my potential customer” as early as possible.
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Conclusions

As a critical conclusion of my own suggestions, I need 
XS� QEOI� SRI� MQTSVXERX� GSQQIRX�� ]IW�� IZIV]XLMRK� -� EQ�
suggesting here will cost more money in the beginning and 
might not work out as planned during the later stages. 

,S[IZIV�� GSQTEVIH� XS� WSQI� ]IEVW� EKS�� ƼRERGMRK� VSYRHW�
are growing bigger and bigger, even in the initial seed-phase. 
-�WII�XLVII�QEMR�VIEWSRW�XS�FI�STXMQMWXMG�LIVI�

1. There are more and more VC investors willing to look
into material science and chemistry cases. Some are
driven by sustainability/impact investing, some are
really focusing on a certain market segment with a
highly specialized team and some others just need to
diversify their portfolio.

2. 8LIVI� EVI� WSQI� RI[� JSRHW� WTIGMƼGEPP]� XEVKIXMRK� XLI
ƼRERGMRK�KET�MR�PEXIV�WXEKIW��[LIR�VIEPP]�LYKI�EQSYRXW
are needed to invest in larger production assets.

3. There are more and more industrial investors looking
into the start-up ecosystem, searching for disruptive
innovation, new products, new cooperations and
new solutions to utilize their assets either directly in
production or logistics.

3ZIVEPP� ƼRERGMRK� E� GLIQMWXV]� SV�QEXIVMEP� WGMIRGI� WXEVX�YT�
will always be challenging, but if you have the right vision, the 
right people and of course the right innovation, the chance of 
being successful are improving for sure!
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